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ABSTRACT

Australia's regional security environment is characterised by
rapid change, increasing complexity of security concerns, and great
uncertain$r. An increasing number of actors from further afield - more
particularly lapan, China and lndia - are acquiring significant power
proiection capabilities. Many of the states within the region are
themselves engaging in significant defence buildups. Security
concerns are broadening to include economic and environmental
issues.

This rapidly changing, increasingly complex and more
uncertain regional security environment can best be managed through
the institution of various forms of enhanced security cooperation. The
most fruitful approach is the establishment of tuilding blocks' - a
multiplicity of subregional arrangements dealing with various security
issues and involving various memberships, building on the wide range
of bilateral and limited multilateral arrangements already in place and
addressing the common security concems already being identified in
the region.

This monograph provides a detailed critique of a dozen
'building blocks' for regional security. Many of these involve the
qualitative enhancement of eisting arrangements and practices, such
as strengthening and expanding current bilateral mechanisms for
cooperation with respect to defence and intelligence activities, or
building upon extant institutions such as the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Conferences (PMCs) to provide a forum for regional dialogue and
conflict resolution. Others include a regional maritime surveillance
and safety regime, a regional avoidance of incidents at sea regime, a
regional airspace surveillance and control regime, and regional
regimes for monitoring the inhoduction of new technology into the
region and for addressing issues of environmental security in the
region.

The focus of the discussion of these various confidence and
security building measures (CSBMs) is on the practical and operational
considerations involved in their implementation and subsequent
operation. An appreciation of these considerations provides a realistic
basis upon which viable and meaningful building blocks for regional
security can be constructed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Australia's security is, in the long-term, fundamentally

dependent upon our relationships with our neighbours. It is
impossible for Australia to remain impervious to the extraordinary
dynamism of the Asia/Pacific region. There are many powerful
developments in the region - economic, technological and political, as
well as military - which will inevitably affect Australia's future
security.

Australia's area of 'primary strategic interesfl is extremely
large. It includes an 'area of direct military interesf, where Australia
seeks to exert independent military power, and which extends over
4,000 nautical miles from the Cocos Islands in the west to New
Zealand and the islands of the Southwest Pacific to the east, and over
3,000 nautical miles from the archipelago and island chain in the north
to the Southern Ocean; and it encompasses Southeast Asia and the
South Pacific generally, in which developments can affect our national
security - a total of some 20 per cent of the earth's surface.l

It is important to recognise at the outset that this is very much
a maritime environment which, with the large expa.nses involved,
places primary on long-range air and naval capabilities as means of
exerting military power in the region. The South Pacific is almost
entirely water; the sea area covered by 20Gmile Exclusive Economic
Zones (EMs) alone is some 300 tinres the area of the island states
(excluding Papua New Guinea).2 Southeast Asia lies at the junction of
the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. In terms of shipping
movements, its seas and straib - the South China Sea, the Gulf of
Thailand, the Andaman Se4 the fava Sea, the Celebes Sea, the Molucca

See Paul Dibb, Rniew of Australia's Defence Capabilities: Rqort to
the Ministq far Defence, (Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 7986), pp.34, 37.
Anthony Bergin, New Developments in the law of the Sea',
(Paper presented to a conference on Naoal Power in the Pacrfic
Towarils The Year 2000, Australian Defence Force Academy,
Canberra, 13-14 May 1991), p.3.
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Figure 1: Australia's Region of Primary Strategic Interest
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Sea, the Strait of Malacca, the Sunda Strait, the Ombai-Wetar Straits
and the Makassar Strait - are among the busiest in the world.

Security in this region is very much concerned with maritime
issues and capabilities. The waterways through the region are
strategically important for both merchant and naval vessels. Military
threats to all of the countries in the region (apart from the mainland
states of rhailand and Indochina) can come only over (or under) the
sea. Coastal and offshore resources provide a principal means of
livelihood in many of the countries in the region.

Chapter 2 of this monograph provides an assessment of this
regional security environment. It is an environment characterised by
rapid change, increasing complexity of security concerns, and great
uncertainty. An increasing number of actors from further afield - more
particularly, fapan, China and India - are acquiring significant power
projection capabilities and evincing a willingness to exercise these in
pursuit of their national interest in the region. Many of the states
within the region are themselves engaging in significant defence
buildups involving the acquisition of new weaPons systems
incolporating advanced technologies. Maritime capabilities
including long-range air power, anti-ship missiles, more capable
surface combatants, and submarines - are central to these
developments. They are the most important means by which the
outside actors are projecting their military capabilities into the region;
and it is maritime systems, including aircraft configured for maritime
operations, which are at the forefront of the defence acquisition
programs within the Southeast Asian region itself.

Security concerns are broadening to include economic and
environmental issues. Economic security involves not only the
protection of critical sea lines of communication (SLOCs) but also
increasingly the protection of fish stocks and other marine resources.
The promulgation of 2OGmile EEZs under the Third United Nations
Conference on the law of the Sea (LJNCLOS ilI) has generated
requirements for surveillance and power projection capabilities over
resource-rich areas which, for many states in the region, are greater
than their land areas. In the Southwest Pacific, economic and
environmental issues - such as the destruction of fish stocks through
driftnet fishing and changes in sea levels and temperatures - constitute
by far the most important threats to regional well-being and security.
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This rapidly changing, increasingly complex and more
uncertain regional security environment can best be managed through
the institution of various forms of enhanced security cooperation. The
alternative is to take the risk of unilateral policies and programs
leading to intra-regional tensions and arms racEs, and hence instability
and diminished regional security. Maritime policies and capabilities
must, perforce, be central to these efforts at greater regional
cooperation.

Chapter 3 of this monograph adumbrates some half dozen or
so important reasons for greater regional security cooperation, and
outlines the most feasible approach to enhanced security cooperation.
It argues that proposals for multinational arms control or Pan-
Asia/Pacific regional security regimes, such as a Conferenc€ on
Security and Cooperation in Asia (CSCA), are premature. They are
simply unacceptable, at the present time, to most of the regional states
as well as to the United States. Rather, a more fruitful approach for the
1990s is the establishment of 'building blocks'3 - a multiplicity of
subregional arrangements dealing with various security issues and
involving various memberships, building on the wide range of
bilateral and limited multilateral arrangements already in place and
addressing the common security concerns already being identified in
the region.

Australian officials have in the last couple of years not only
explicated Australia's general philosophical approach to enhanced
regional security cooperation, but have also suggested several
particular multilateral 'building blocks'. These include hn extension
of cooperation [with the ASEAN states] in the sphere of maritime
surveillance' and the evolution of the Five Power Defence
Arrangements (FPDA) and the Integrated Air Defence System (ADS)

The term tuilding block' was first used in the context of regional
security by the Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Gareth Evans, 'Ministerial Response', in Greg Fry (ed.), Australia's
Regional Secuity, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1997), p.14L The
concept of tuilding blocks' as the best approach to regional
security cooperation was developed in Desmond Ball, 'Building
Blocks for Regional Securit/, (Paper prepared for Ministerial
Seminar on Regional Security, Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Canberra, 1 March 1991).
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into 'a wider new regional security community', suggested by Foreign
Minister Evans in December 1989* the development of agreed
procedures among regional states 'for handling naval incidents at sea',
increased cooperation with respect to air-space surveillance, and
increased intelligence exchanges as a confidence-building measure,
suggested by Prime Minister Hawke in May 1997;5 and the
establishment of a 'network of regional security dialogues', advocated
by the Secretary of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Richard Woolcott, in |une 1991.6

Chapter 4 provides a detailed critique of some dozen tuilding
blocks' for regional security. Many of these involve the qualitative
enhancement of existing arrangements and practices, such as
strengthening and expanding cun'ent bilateral mechanisms for
cooperation with respect to defence and intelligence activities, or
building upon extant institutions such as the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Conferences (PMCs) to provide a forum for regional dialogue and
conflict resolution. Others involve cooperative arrangements which
are already established in part of the region but which could provide a
model for the resolution of issues elsewhere in the region. For
example, in December 7989, Australia and Indonesia signed the so-
called Timor Gap Treag/ which established aZone of Cooperation in
the Timor Sea and included provisions for ioint surveillance and ioint
development in this Zone; this arrangement is one of the first of its sort
in the region, and is described in this chapter as a case study of the
operational considerations involved in ioint maritime surveillance and
development activities.

Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia's
Regbnal Saurity, (Management Information Processing,
Deparfinent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, December
1 989 ), paragr aphs 77 -87.
The Hon. R.]. Hawke, Prime Minister, Australia's Security in
Asia' , (The Asia ltcture, The Asia-Australia Institute, University of
New South Wales, Sydney, 24May 1991), p.11.
Richard Woolcott, T,egional Security and Conflict Resolution',
(Paper presented to seminar on ASEAN and the Asia Pacific Region:
Prospects for Security Coopoation in the L990s, Manila, 7 |une 1991),
p.8. See also Greg Hutchinson, 'Push For Regional Talks on
Securit;/, Sydney MorningHerald,8 ]une 1991, p.13.
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Other possible regional CSBMs, which are already the subject
of active and serious discussion in the region, include a regional
maritime surveillance and safety regime, a regional avoidance of
incidents at sea regime, a regional airspace surveillance and control
rreginre, and regional regimes for monitoring the introduction of new
technology into the region and for addressing issues of environmental
security in the region. The focus of the discussion of these various
CSBMs is on the practical and operational considerations involved in
their implementation and subsequent operation.

Finally, chapter 5, the conclusion, reiterates the fact that
instituting regional confidence and security building measures
(CSBMs) will not be easy, but that it is no less necessary because of this
fact. Rather, an appreciation of the practical and operational
considerations provides a realistic basis upon which viable and
meaningful building blocks for regional security can be constructd.



CHAPTER 2

THE CHANGING REGIONAL SECURITY
ENVIRONMENT

For those concerned with the changing security environment
in the Asia/Pacific region, there are two fundanrental issues. The first
is conceptual and concerns the need to develop concepts and analytical
techniques for coherently addressing the myriad of disparate factors
and trinds which constitute this emerging new environment. The
current security developments can best be analysed under three
progressive heads - change, complexity, and uncertainty. The second
issue concerns policy making - how can policies and institutional
machinery be designed and constructed to manage these disparate and
complex developments in order to enhance regional seorrity?

The condition and character of security in the Asia/Pacific
region is changing rapidly; the complexity of security concerns is
inireasing; and there has been little progress with proposals for arms
control, confidence.building, or the institution of cooperative measures
to manage tNs changing and increasingly complex regional security
environment.

The most important change is economic. Economic strength
has become the single most important index of national Power,
eclipsing over the long haul even the possession ,of si8nificant
quantities of advanced military capabilities. It is the ability of national
economies to sustain high levels of real growth, to generate and
capitalise on advanced technological products and processes, and to
eqgage competitively and energetically in the international
ma-rketplace that will determine rankings in the national Power lists at
the turn of the century.

The determinate role of economic factors in shaping the
architecture of security in the Asia/Pacific region has been recognised
by US defence planners. For example, Dr Paul Wolfowitz, the Under
secretary of Delense for Policy (usDP), testified to the senate Armed
Services Committee on 19 April 1990 as follows:

You've got to recognise the name of the game in the
Pacific is economics .... I don't think we should be
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under any illusions that 10 years from now the U.S.
role is going to be determined by our military Posture.
It's going to be determined most of all by our
economic competitiveness and by the kinds of trading
and economic relationships we have out there.I
Over recent decades, the Northeast Asian economies have

grown more rapidly for longer than any others in world economic
history. As a result, there has been an historic shift in the centre of
gravity of economic production and power towards Northeast Asia.
Northeast Asia's share of world production is now about 25 per cent,
about equal with that of each of North America and Western EuroPe;
the region's real purchasing power now exceeds that of each of North
America and Western Europe. Northeast Asia has become the main
source of dynamism in international bade, and the largest source of
surplus savings for international investrnent.2

On the other hand, this economic dynamism is somewhat
fragile. It is dependent upon energy resources and raw materials from
outside the region. Sea lines of communication (SLOCs) are very long
and quite vulnerable.

The most obvious geostrategic change is the relative decline of
the presence and influence of the two superpowers and the hansition
from bipolarity to some as yet undefined form of multipolarity.

The Soviet Union is quite clearly receding northward. Most of
the military capabilities which it has maintained in Viebnam over the
past decade have been removed in the past few years - the MiG23
Floggr fighters, about half the Tu-15 Badg* bombers andTu-742 Bur
long-range maritime surveillance and anti-submarine aircraft, and
about half the naval surface combatants and submarines. The Soviet
Union could even be seriously considering a complete withdrawal
from Cam Ranh Bay - apart, perhaps, from its communications and

Testimony of Dr Paul Wolfovitz, Hearings of the Senate Armed
S er oic a Commit t ee, 1 9 Ag iI 1 990, ( transcript), p.1 8.
See Ross Garnaut, Australia anil the Northast 'Asian ' scendancy,
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1989),
pp.3-5. The Northeast Asian region is defined here to indude
China, fapan and Korea.
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signal intelligence (SIGINT) facilities. Soviet naval shipdays
throughout the Pacific have been reduced markedly.

It should be stressed, however, that the capabilities of the
Soviet Pacific Fleet have not been reduced, although the Fleet is
increasingly bound to home waters. Indeed, in terms of ship tonnages,
quality, and nudear armaments, the strength of the Fleet has increased
in the past few years.

The future of the US presence in the region is somewhat
uncertain. Much depends on the outcome of the negotiations over the
US bases in the Philippines. It is most likely that the US will remove
some of its bases and facilities from the Philippines, if it is not forced to
remove all of them, by the mid-1990s. Some of these will be
redistributed elsewhere in Southeast Asia and the Pacific, but some
will be withdrawn from the region entirely. Whatever the outcome of
the Philippines bases negotiations, the US capabilities will suffer some
reductions - at a minimum, a decline of some 20 per cent over the next
few years.3 The reduction in capabilities in the Pacific will almost
certainly include one aircraft carrier and possibly two, several
squadrons of aircraft, and several tens of thousands of Army personnel
from Japan and South Korea.

There will be an increasing number of actors in the region.
Security issues in the 1990s will involve a dozen actors - the ASEAN
countries, Vietnam, China, japan, India, the United States, the Soviet
Union, and Australia. The primary interests of many of these actors
are extra-regional; for these the stability of the region is a secondary
concem.

Iapan is aheady involved in maritime operations out to 1,000
nautical miles, which takes it down almost to the Philippines. In
regional terms,Iapan already has a substantial and very modern naval
force, including some 120 maritime aircraft, 55 mapr surface
combatants (39 destroyens and 17 frigates) and 16 submarines. It is
planning to acquire tanker aircraft to extend the range of its air
coverage, and is considering the acquisition of 'defensive' aircraft

See US Department of Defense, A Strategic Framanork for the 'AsianPacific Rim: Looking Forwaril to the 27st Century, (Report to
Congress, Mimeo, 19 April 190).
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carriers. There will be increasing japanese Presence in Southeast Asia
and the South Pacific through the 1990s.

The Chinese Navy is growing, as is its Presence in the South
China Sea. It is improving the amphibious capabilities of its South Sea
Fleet, constructing an airbase in the Paracels, and acquiring an air-to-
air refuelling capability for its naval air forces. It is likely that China's
new Su-27 Flankq fighters will be based on Hainan Island, from where
they can provide air defence coverage over much of the South China
Sea.4 Chinese interest in the South Pacific is also increasing.

India's naval expansion will also reach into Southeast fuia and
the South Pacific. India plans to acquire another aircraft carrier, more
surface combatants, more Dornier Do-288 long-range maritime patrol
aircraft, and a modern conventional and nuclear-powered submarine
fleet. It is also gradually developing its naval and air facilities on the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands - which are only 80 nautical miles from
the north coast of Sumatra.

Within the Southeast Asian region itself, the most important
geopolitical change concerns the role of Vietnam. Since the 1950s,
Vietnam has been the locus of conflict and war in the region. The
withdrawal of Vietnamese forces from Cambodia, the possibility of a
settlement of the conllict in Cambodia, and the ProsPect of
normalisation of diplomatic relations with Hanoi, augur a
fundamental transformation in this central geopolitical condition.

These developments are having a major impact on ASEAN.
Already, the perceived reduction of the US presence in the region is
raising the profile of differences between the ASEAN countries. The
normalisation of relations with Viehram will greaUy er<acerbate this
trend. The fundamental rationale, albeit implicit, of ASEAN has been
the common deterrnination to resist communism and particularly the
perceived threat of Vietnamese political and military expansion. This
basic rationale is in the process of being removed. It is not implausible
that the differences in sbategic persPectives and reactions to these
developmenb could lead to the demise of the Association. As The
Honourable Encik Abdul Ghafar Bab4 Deputy Prime Minister of
Malaysia, stated on 11 fune 1991:

Tai Ming Cheung, China's Regional Military Posture',
lnterflntional Det'atse Reuieu, 6 / 1991, p.518.
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We must not become too complacent. Unless Asean is
constantly tended to, nurtured and strengthened,
there are enough forces at work within and outside the
region which could gradually cloud its identity, check
its momentum and drain its energy.S

Most of the ASEAN countries are currently engaged in major
anns acquisition programs, involving the modemisation and
enhancement of air and maritime capabilities. There are perceived
security requirements. In particular, there is the requirement for them
to monitor and police activities in their Exclusive Economic Zones
(EEZs). There is the perceived draw-down of the US presence in the
region and the perceived need to compensate for this. The remarkable
economic growth of the region permits an increasing allocation of
resources to defence programs. There is prestige attendant on the
acquisition of modern technology. And the acquisition of advanced
weapons systems is an important means of keeping abreast of new
technological developments.

All the ASEAN countries (with the exception of the
Philippines) are transforming their naval capabilities from essentially
surface warfare.oriented patrol boat/coastal forces to navies with
greater range and a broader spread of capabilities.5 For example, they
are now all (again, except for the Philippines) equipped with Harpoon
and/or Exocet anti-ship missiles. They are also acquiring maritime
surveillance and modern (albeit limited) fighter aircraft, which can be
used in maritime attack roles. Indonesia, for example, has recently
bought six Harpoon-capable Van Speijk-class frigates and is acquiring
1,2F-16 aircraft. Singapore has fitted six of its 24 fast attack craft with
Harpoons, has acquired eight F-16s, and is considering the acquisition

The Honourable Encik AMul Ghafar Baba, Deputy Prime
Minister for Malaysia, Keynote Address to the Fifth Asia-Pacific
Roundtable on Confidence Building and Conflict Rcduction in the
Pacific, (Institute of Strategic and International Studies (ISIS)
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 11 fune 7991), p.5. Also cited in K.H.
Lim, Ghafar: Do Not Provoke', The New Straits Tima,12 |une
199'1.,p.1..
See Carlyle A. Thayer, Trends in Force Modnnisation in Southust
Asra, (Working Paper No.91, Peace Research Centre, Aushalian
National University, Canberra, September 1990).
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of some 30 additional F-166. Malaysia has acquired Exocets for its two
Kastui frigates and its eight missile patrol craft, has ordered some 28
Hawk lighi attack aircaft,T and is considering the acquisition of an
advanced strike fighter capability (such as the Totnado,F-76, or Mirage
2000). Thailand has acquired both Harpoor and Exacet anti-ship
missiles, is in the process of acquiring 18 F-16s, with a further 18 F-16s
under consideration, and is contemplating the acquisition of aircraft
such as the A-Z AMX or Hawk 200 for maritime attack purPoses.
Thailand has also signed contracts with BremerVulcan in Germany for
the purchase of a 7.80Gton helicopter carrier. Brunei is also likely to
acquire some 1G35 Hawk.s (The Commander of the Philippine Air
Foice announced in june 1990 that the Philippines planned to acquire
12-20 F-16s, but the resources are probably lacking for any such
acquisition in the near future).9 Table 1 lists the advanced air
capabilities in present inventories or under acquisition in the Southeast
Asian region.

Table 2 summarises the regional airborne maritime
surveillance capabilities. Many of the maritime surveillance aircraft in
the region are equipped withHarpoons or other anti-ship missiles.

Table 3 lists the regional naval surface combatants equipped
withHarryon and/or Exocet anti-ship missiles'

During the course of the next several years, these regional
maritime strike capabilities will be significantly augmented by the
acquisition of new submarines by several countries. Australia, for
example, is currently building six Collins class Type 471 submarines to
replace the six Oberon class submarines acquired in the late 1960s.
India is likely to have more than 20 submarines operational by the
mid-1990s, while fapan will have some15 newYuushioandHarushia

'Malaysia Buys Hawks',lntermria Aerosrye Rettiew, fanuary 1991,
p.9; and ?Iawk Trainers and Fighters for Malaysia', Defense
Elatronia, February 1991, p.18.
Andrew lorenz, 'soaring Hawk Sales Lift BAe', Sunilay Tima
(London), 22 luly 7990, p.l'/ -2.
See Thayer, Trends in Force Modernistion in Southeast Asia' p.5;
and fohn McBeth, 'A Fighting Chance', Far Eastsn Economic
Reuisu), 19 fuly 7990, p.20.
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Table 1: New Air Power Acquisitions/Deplo5rments, Southeast Asia

1 . Australia 72 F / A-1,8 Hornets.
22 F-l11s (updated with Harpoons andPmeTack).

2. Brunei 16 Hautktvk lffi, to be followed by some
20 Haz* Mk 20s.

3. lndonesia 12 F-76 Falcons, with firrther acquisitions under
consideration.
14 F-5E/F.
Acquisition of some 69 Hauk 100/200 aircraft under
consideration.

4. Malaysia 7O HawkMk 1Os and 18 Haark 200s on order.
35 F-58s.
Acguisition of advanced strike fighters under
consideration.

5. Philippines Acquisition of 12-20 F-15s proposed.

6. Singapore 39 F-SE/F.
I F-16 Falcotts, with firrther acquisitions
(perhaps an additional
3G40 F-16C and Ds) under consideration.

7. Thailand 40 F-SE/F, with an additional 15 on order.
18 F-16 Falcons, with a further 18 under consideration.
Acquisition of 40 ground attack/maritime
strike aircraft (A-Z AMX or Haak 200) under
consideration.
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Table 2: Regional Maritime Surveillance Capabilities

1. Australia 19 P-3C orions.

2. New Zealand 6PSKOrbns.

3. Japan 46P-3COrbns.
7OE-2CHawkeyes.

4. India 11 Dornier-228 LRMP.
5Tu-742MBeerF.
3ll-38 lv{ay.

5. Singapore  E-2CHawkeYes.
Acguisition of 2-4 additional
E-2Cs under onsidera tion.
8 RF-SEs being configured for reconnaissance.
4 Fokker-50 i\Aaritinre Enforcer on order.

6. Thailand 3 Fokker F-27MP.
3 Dornier-228 LRMP.
5Nomad *archnustqB,
9 Tracker*2F.
3 P-3A/B Oriozs in process of delivery.
Acquisition of some E-2CHazrk4res under
consideration.
Acquisition of 1I MDlls configured for
surveillance in proces.

7. lndonesia 3 Boeing 737 Surzeillers.
1C-130 H-MP.
12 N-22 SenchmastrrB.
6furchmasWL
Acquisition of 4 E-2C H aukey es utrdet
consideration.

8. Malaysia 2 RF-SE.
3C-130H-MP.
Acquisition of 4light maritime
surveillance aircraf t planned.
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Table 3: Surface Combatanb Equipped with
Harpoon or Exocet Anti-Ship Missiles

1. Australia

Brunei

Indonesia

Malaysia

Singapore

Thailand

3 x Pertft-dass DDG
4x Ailclaidz-classFFc

3xWespdePFM

6xVan Spiftfngate
3 x Fatahillah frigates
1 x Hajar Dewantnra H,gate
4xManilauPFM

2xlQsturihl.gate
4xHandalmPFM
4x PerdanePFM

3 x Vi.rtory corvettes
6x Sea WollPFM

2 x Rntanakosin corvettes
3 x Rat&aritPFM

Harpoon
Harpoon

Exoet

Harpoon
Exocet
Exocet
Exoct

Exocet
Exocet
Exocet

Harpoon
Harpoon

Harpoon
Exocet

2.

3.

4.
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boats.lO China currently has some 92 non-strategic submarines
(although many are non-operational); Taiwan currently maintains four
submarines, but is evidently planning to acquire a further six boats.ll
Indonesia operates two Type 2W/72{J:_ submarines, which were
refitted in 798G87, and is considering the acquisition of an additional
two boats.l2 Malaysia is planning to Procure up to four submarines in
the next few years.13 And both Singapore and Thailand are
considering submarine acquisitions.l4 (Table 4 provides a surunary
description of the existing and planned submarine capabilities in and
adiacent to the Southeast Asian region.)

The changing strategic situation rePresents a mixed picture.
There is much to be welcomed, including the relaxation of superpower
tensions, the withdrawal of Soviet forces to home territory, and the
general economic growth in the Asia/Pacific region.

However, conflict and military competition in the region is not
going to go away. Indo{hina has a history of invasion, involving
both outside powers (e.g. China, France and more recently the US
intervention) and the countries within the region (e.g. the Thai and
Vietnamese invasions of Cambodia). There are numerous other areas
of current or potential conllict, such as the North Solomons
(Bougainville) in Papua New Guinea; the lnan laya/Papua New
Guinea border; the Spratly and Paracel (Xisha) Islands in the South
China Sea; and disputed island and continental shelf claims in the Gulf
of Thailand. Instability in the Philippines and the Southwest Pacific is
also likelv to increase.

Anthony Preston,'Conventional Submarines: Programmes and
Markets', M ilitary T echnology, No.3, 7991., p.44.
Taiwan To Expand Submarine Fleet', International Det'ense ReoiaD,
2/7991, p.103.
R. Supartha, 'Indonesia's Navy: Balancing Strategy and
Introspection', Intunational Defnx Rnieu, 3 / 1991, pp.793-196.
See Ioris |anssen Lok, Malaysian SSK Contest Reopened', /aze's
Defence Weekly, 11 May 7991, p.778; and David Lague, 'Australia
Seeks SpinOffs Frorn Malaysian Subs', Aushalian Financial
Rarieu, ?3 May 7991, p.22.
Anthony PrestorL'Conventional Submarines: Programmes and
Markets', Military T echnology, No.3, 1991, p.44.
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Table 4: Submarine Capabilities in the Southeast Asian Region

1. Australia

2. India

China

4. Taiwan

5. Iapm

Indonesia

Malaysia

Singapore

Thailand

5 x Oh'ron dass

5 x Collizs dass

I x Kursura (Forlrcl) dass

8x Sinilhughosh (Kilo) dass

2x Shishwaar dass
2x Shishumer class

4 Han dass
3 x (Improved) Ming dass
1 x Roraa dass SSG
&4 x Rorrao dass

2x Hai bng (Zueardob) dass
2 x llei Shilr (Grppy) dass
(6x?)

4xUztshiodass

10 x Yurcftrb dass
2xHarushio clasrg
3 x Haruslrio class

2xType2@/12AO
Cakrc dass
Q?)

4

Builtin 196449.
To be replaced
by 5 x Collizs dass in mid-1990s.
Under conshuction.

Being replaced by
Sizdlngftosft dass.
Acquisition of a
further eight in proc€ss.
Built in 1982-1991.
Under conshuction.

Nudear-powered.

Many are non-operational.

Planning to acquire six
additional zubmarines.

Builtin 7971,-19ft, Bring
replaed progressively by
Y uushb and, Henrslio boae.
Built in 797&1989.
Built in 1987-1991.
Under construction.

Commissioned in 1981 and
relitted in 79861997.
Acquisition of additional
submarines under consideration.

Malaysia has decided in
principle to acquire four
submarines, induding two
for baining purpoees.

Submarine acquisidon
reportedly under onsideration.

Submarine acquisition is under
active and seriow onsideration.

(?)8.

9. (?)
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An important aspect of the changrng regional security
environment is the broadening of the concept of security itself.
Security is becoming more multidimensional. Military concerns will
of course remain - the strength of insurgent and separatist forces in
Burma, Cambodia, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, etc.; the steady
expansion of the naval and counter-maritime capabilities of Indonesia,
Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand; and the increasing power
proiection capabilities of ]apan, China and India. However, these
military concerns will be increasingly supplemented by issues of
economic and environmental security.

Economic security at the broadest level involves the
maintenance of economic growth and of the dynamism of the
economic power centres of Northeast Asia and increasingly also of
ASEAN. There is a multiplicity of contentious issues relating to
economic security - such as the protection of tade links; protection of
sea lines of communication (SLOCs); rights of transit through straits
and internal waterways; competing claims of offshore islands, reefs,
and seabed and ocean areas; and the protection and exploitation of
marine resourc€s. The Indonesian 'restrictions' in 1988 on passage
through the l,ombok and Sunda Straits illustrates the potential for
significant disruption of merchant shipping through the region. In the
South Pacific, the island states rank military threats far below the
destruction of fish stocks through driftnet fishing as threats to their
future well-being and securiqr.rs

Environmental security issues are also becoming more salient.
Global pollution, desertification, deforestatio& and the'greenhouse'
effect, with the attendant issue of rising sea levels, are dl real problems
in this region. Large scale oil spills in the Malacca Straits or the South
China Sea could do irreparable damage to marine life and other
offshore nesources. Bangladesh faces a loss of the top soils on which its
subsistence agriculture depends. Deforestation in Malaysia and
Kalimantan is already portending adverse environmental effects in

15 See David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds.), The Security of
Oceania in the 7990s - VoI.7: Vieus From The Region, (C-anberra
Papers on Strategy and Defence No.60, Suategic and Deftnce
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 7989),
PP.44.
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Southeast Asia.l5 Rapid industrialisation is causing a dramatic
increase in carbon dioxide emissions. In the South Pacific, one island
(Nauru) may have to be abandoned because its soil has been wom out
by uncontrolled mining of its phosphate resources. On others, wastes
have dangerously contaminated the water supplies. Global warming
threatens the physical survival of several South Pacific island states.
The highest points in the Marshall Islands, Tokelau and Tuvalu are
only four metres above sea level. It is possible that a 1-2o C increase in
average temperatures would cause a sufficient rise in sea level to in
tum cause these islands to effectively disappear. In many other
islands, although the maximum altitudes are hundreds of metres, the
prirnary economic activity occurs on the coastal lowlands which could
well be drowned. In other cases, the greenhouse effect will alter
rainfall patterns - to the extent that desertification of most of Papua
New Guinea, for example, is a possibility.tT In the South Pacific, these
environmental issues represent the real security problems of the next
couple of decades.

In additiory environmental issues will become an increasing
source of international disputation. The externalities of environmental
degradation are not confined to the national borders of the countries in
which the nofous activity is generated; the extemal costs are
frequently borne by those who receive no benefit from the activity.
The South Pacific states, for example, are essentially innocent victims

See Philip Hurst, Rainforat Politics: Ecological Datruction in South-
East Asia, (S. AMul Majeed & Co., Kuala Lumpur, 1991), chapters
1-3.
See Peter Hulm, A Climate of Crisis: Global Warming and the lsland
South Pacifrc, (Association of South Pacific Environmental
Institutions, Port Moresby,1989); J.W. Zillman, W.K.Downey and
M.|. Manton, 'Climate Change and Its Possible Impacts in the
Southwest Pacific Region', (Paper prepared for the Tenth Session
of the World Meteorological Organization Regional Association
V, Singapore, 74-24 November 1989); and f.C. Pemetta and P.f.
Hughes, Stuilia and Ratieu:s of Gremhouse Pelated Climatic Clunge
lmpacts on tlv Prcifrc lslands, (Association of South Pacific
Environmental Institutions, for Intergovernmental Meeting on
Climatic Change and Sea l.evel Rise in the South Pacific, Maiuro,
Republic of the Marshall Islands, 1G20 |uly 1989).

t7
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of the build-up of carbon dioxide produced by industrialisation
elsewhere. The portended loss of top soil in Bangladesh is primarily
due to uncontrolled deforestation in Nepal. Conllicts will increasingly
occur over attribution of responsibility for offshore pollution and
damage to marine resourc€s, desertification, acid rain, rising sea levels,
and'environmental refugees'.

The military, economic and environmental asPects of security
are not easy to reconcile. The miliary requirements of counter-
insurgency operations in the Phitippines, for example, exacerbate the
difficulties of economic reform and development. The adverse
environmental costs of deforestation are now widely recognised but,
nevertheless, Malaysia, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea remain
heavily dependent on timber resources for employment and foreign
exchange.

The increasing compleity of the emerging regional security
environment demands a multi-dimensional approach to regional
security management, in which the military factor will have to be
closely complemented by economic, diplomatic and environmental
considerations. This is an extremely challenging task, and we should
not be complacent about the possibility of the region getting its act
together.



CHAPTER 3

REGIONAL SECURITY COOPERATION:
THE BUITDING BLOCK APPROACH
Increased regional security cooperation is imperative for at

least half a dozen important reasons. To begin with, it is necessary to
counter the centrifugal possibilities within the region - and, in
particular, to prevent the possible demise of ASEAN as an
institutionalised regional entity. Although invariably underplayed as a
regional security .urangenrent, ASEAN has in fact been an extremely
successful such anangement. It represents an example of successful
confidence-building in its own right. The mechanisms for dialogue
which have been instituted under the umbrella of the Association are,
as a whole, far more advanced and functional than those extant
elsewhere in Asia.

It is clear, however, that ASEAN will not long remain in its
current configuration and terms of reference. One possibility is that
the current and prospective economic growth, together with the
national self<onfidence being generated by the acquisition of
advanced military technologies, will produce an Association willing
and able to manage regional security developments in a positive and
coherent fashion. On the other hand, it is also possible that with the
reduction of the US presence in the regiory and most particularly a US
withdrawal from its bases and facilities in the Philippines, ASEAN will
become less cohesive. It will be a more diffusive security environment,
with the potential for the ASEAN member states to each pull in
different directions. The ASEAN states are increasingly taking
different positions on important regional security issues - whether it be
support for different factions in C-ambodia or the acceptance of US
bases and facilities to replace those in the Philippines. Competition for
markets in Indo{hina is likely to be intense.

Henc€, as Ghafar Baba, Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia,
recently argued, it is necessary to enhance instihrtions for political and
security cooperation in order to counter these centrifugal possibilities:
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ASEAN must continue to seek to strengthen its
institutions and its capacity for political, economic and
security cooPeration.l
A second reason concerns the various major advanced

weapons acquisition progranui currently underway in the region. As
discussed above, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia are
currently engaged in such programs, especially with respect to
maritime attack capabilities. There are various reasons for this -
insofar as the acquisition Progran$ are a reflection only of their
increased economic and financial stength, or a rneans of acquiring
new technology, they provide little cause for concern. Indeed, the
contrary can be argued - that the national self<onfidence which is
generated by the acquisition of these advanced capabilities is itself a
source of confidence-building in the region. It is critical, however, that
these acquisition programs do not lead to a regional arrns race.

Unfortunately, these acquisition Programs are presently
proceeding in an ahosphere of uncertainty and some lack of trust.
Uncertainty and suspicion is fuelled by a relative lack of transparency
in the region with respect to the long-range obiectives and motivations
behind the current acquisition prograrns as well as the particular force
elements of these programs. Tensions are already being induced in the
region by attempts by some countries to discern the purposes and
intentions of their neighbours. For example, the espionage
controversy which darnaged relations between Malaysia and
Singapore in late 1989 was reportedly due, at least in part, to
Singaporc's efforts to collect information on Malaysia's 'recent $1.6
billion arms deal with Britain'.2

The Honourable Encik Abdul Ghafar Baba, Deputy ftime
Minister for Malaysia, Keyrnote Address to the Fifth Asia-Pacifc
Rouniltable on Confidence Buililing anil Conflict Reiluction in the
Pacifk, (Institute of Strategic and International Studies (ISIS)
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 11 fune 1991), p.5. Also cited in K.H.
Lim, Ghafar: Do Not Provoke', Tlu Natt Straits Tima,12 )une
7991,p.7.
See Suhaini Azuam, Neighbourly Interest: Spy Accusation
Reveals Regional Suspicions', Far Eastern Economic Ranian, 27
December 1989, pp.2H26; and Holman Jenkins, 'Dwindling
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A third reason pertains to the character of the new weapons
systems being acquired. The most significant acquisitions involve
maritime attack aircraft, anti-ship missiles, and submarines. These
strike capabilities tend, in general, to be more inflamrnatory than other
more purely 'defensive' capabilities. It is therefore particularly
necessary that their acquisition be accompanied by dialogue and
transparency as well as other confidence'building arrangements.

Air power is a principal means by which countries outside the
region are able to project power into it, as well as being at the forefront
of the force modernisation programs of the ASEAN countries
themselves.3 Air power is inherently (although not only) offensive.
The quantitative and qualitative enhancements of air power in the
region could trigger unanticipated and undesired arms acquisition
competitions. There is already some appreciation of this within the
region. It is noteworthy, for example, that'Singapore, concerned that
its ... F-15 purchase might worry its neighbours, stored its new F-15s in
the US until taking delivery in january 1990 so that it would not be
seen as the first country in the region to possess the advanced
fighters'.4 In fact, it seems clear that Singapore's F-15 decision acted as
something of a stimulant for the subsequent Indonesian and Thai F-15
acquisitions as well as fuelling Malaysia's interest in a strike fighter.s
In order to alleviate these competitive concerns, it is imperative that
these developments take place in a context of regional dialogue and
transparency.

The introduction of submarines and long-range anti-ship
missiles is also best accompanied by CSBMs. The underwater
environment is particularly opaque, and underwater operations are
particularly subpct to uncertainty, confusiory loss of control, accidents,
and inadvertant escalation. Similarly, over-the-horizon targeting of

Supports Throws Status Quo Into Sea of Change', Insight, 74
fanuary 1997,pp.2G28.
See Desmond Ball, Air Power,The Defence of Australia and Regional
Security, (Working Paper No.229, Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, Australian National University, Canben4 April 1991).
See Tai Ming Cheung, 'Shoulder to Shoulder: ASEAN Members
Strengthen Defence Ties', Far Eastern Economic Raniew,22 March
'1,9X),pp.25-26.
lbid.,p.26.
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anti-ship missiles raises the prospect of errors and miscalaculation.
Greatei cooperation, including the institutionalisation of some
avoidance ofincidene at sea regime, is therefore also desirable in this
context.

Fourttu increased regional cooperation is necessary to provide
a combined counterweight to the intrusions of other Powers into the
region. A failure to develop corrunon perspectives and policies for
ad"dressing the increasing Indian maritime presence in the regiory for
example, ian only lead to dissension and fuel for a regional arms race.
Thai 

-defence officials have reportedly stated privately, for example,
that Thailand's recent acquisition of F-15s and frigates is 'aimed at
meeting a potential threat from India - a concern rooted in possible
competing- claims over the delineation of economic zones off
ThaiiandG west coasf.5 The Malaysian Defence Minister, Tengku
Ahmad Rihaudeen, has also cited 'a growing "threat" from India'as a
reason for Malaysia's rec€nt acquisitions.T Given differences in threat
perceptions, with some countries being more concerned about India's
iro*ei proiection capabilities than others, some being more concerned
iuout the increasing chinese capabilities, and some worried about the
plans and intentions of their nearer neighbours, transparency is
necessary to prevent misunderstandings and unanticipated and
unfortunate reactions.

Fifth, there is the concern that all countries in the region have
with the law of the sea. All have signed the 1982 UN Convention on
the law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which has defined the legal regime of
the seas and is a maior confidence building measure in its own right.
The Convention has also been ratified by Indonesia and the
Philippines. Thus, all regional countries share a conunon
responsibility to respect the principles of UNCLOS and to work
towards the principle of its Article 88, which states that the High Seas
(which include Exclusive Economic Zones for the PurPoses of this
article) 'shall be reserved for peaceful purposes'.

tbid..
See Holman |enkins, Dwindling Support Throws Status Quo lnto
Sea of Change', lnsight, 14 |anuary 1991, pp.2G28. See also
Michael Richardson, 'India: South-East Asia Waqy', Pacific Defence
Rqsr to, February 7990, p.42.

6
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Any further maritime confidence-building measures
introduced in the region will need to be harmonised with the
provisions of UNCLOS, but the problems of doing tNs should not be
under-estimated since some possible measures may be seen as
constraining traditional freedoms of navigation. Also, there are
residual uncertainties with some of the regimes inhoduced by
LINCLOS, particularly the EEZ and archipelagic state regimes.

Sixth, many of the current and prospective regional security
developments can only be addressed on a cooperative basis. The
environmental issues, in particular, are amenable only to international
effort. In practice, any comprchensive regional maritime surveillance
regime would also have to involve a cooperative multinational effort.

Seventh, the increasing rapidity of change and the relatively
novel nature of emerging security problems demand an unfettered
flow of ideas and dialogue on policy initiatives and means of
addressing conunon problems. Time is being compressed to the point
where uncoordinated trial and error efforts cannot be afforded.

Finally, with respect to Australia's own long-term strategic
interests, the promotion of multilateral security and confidence
building arrangements provides Austalia with a significant role in the
region. Although most of the initiatives for regional security
cooperation quite properly come from the ASEAN and South pacific
capitals, there is an unabashed recognition within the region that
Australia is the principal repository of the experience and skills
necessary to convert the various notions into viable operational
regimes. Australia should not be diffident about capitalising on this
important opportunity for regional involvement.

The Building Blods Approach

The most grandiose concept for security cooperation in the
Asia/Pacific region is that of a Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Asia (CSCA), similar to the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), which the Australian Foreign Minister,
Gareth Evans, proposed for consideration in July 1990:

We should now be looking ahead to the kind of
wholly new institutional processes that might be
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capable of evolving, in Asia just as in Europe, as a
framework for addressing and resolving security
problems. In Europe, wildly implausible as this
would have seerned even iust a year ago, the central
institutional framework for pursuing conunon
security has become the Conference on Security and
Coopeiation in Europe. The CSCE is made up of all
countries in NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Why should
there not be developed a similar institutional
framework, a Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Asia, for addressing the apparently intractable
security issues, which exist in the region?E

The regional reaction to the CSCA proposal hasbeen_generally
negative. For example, Singapore's Foreign Minister, Wong Kan Seng,
has stated:

The situation in Europe has facilitated the concept of
the CSCE. The sarne kind of conditions have not been
obtained in Asia.

The countries are so culturally, ethnically, and
politically diverse that perceptions have to be
harmonised.
There has to be common ground before security issues
can be discussed.9

And Indonesia's Foreign Minister, Ali Alitas, has stated that although
the ASEAN countries welcome more dialogue on security issues, the
Asia/Pacific region is not ready for a formal body. According to
Alitas:

We have to be careful not to think that certain things
that work in one region ought to be transplanted to
another. We would be rather cautious in proceeding
too fast to an overall security conference.l0

Gareth Evans, '\Mhat Asia Needs is A Europe"Style CSCA,
lnternatbnal HqalilTibune,27 luly 7990, p.6.
'ASEAN Wary of Pacific Security Plan',The Australian,8 October
1990, p.8.
tbid..
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The United States also remains adamantly opposd to the
CSCA concept. As the US Secretary of State, fames A. Baker, stated in
a letter to Foreign Minister Evans on 19 November 199O the US has
'serious doubts' about whether a CSCA-type arrangement 'is really in
either of our interests'.ll So long as the US remains resistant, there is
no way that either Australia or other US allies in the Asia/Pacific
region will nrove seriously on the issue.

The concept of CSCA is too ambitious and premature. There
are too many outstanding issues of territorial claims, sovereignt5r and
goverrunental legitirnacy - in Indochina, the South China Sea, the two
Chinas, the Korean Peninsula, and the Northern Islands - to be
resolved beforehand. The Asia/Pacific region is too large and too
disparate - in national capabilities, threat perceptions and security
interests - to be addressed as a single entity.

This is not to say that the notion of CSCA has no utility.
However, it is best regarded as an ultimate obiective, not one to be
actively pursued at this stage. Rather, the appropriate agenda for the
1990s is the establishment of tuilding blocks' - a multiplicity of sub-
regional arrangements dealing with various security issues and
involving various memberships. Having put these in place, a CSCA
will arise naturally.

Two points need to be stressed with respect to the'building
block'approach.

First, the Asia/Pacific region is really a collection of sub-
regions, each with different geostrategic circumstances - Northeast
Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Southwest Pacific - and
seorrity cooperation is best approached at this sub-regional level.

The second point is that, even at the sub'regional levels, the
political conditions are generally not conducive to formal arms control
agreements at the present time. More modest cooperative
arrangements and confidence'building are essential first steps towards
the creation of rnore amenable political conditions. The agenda for the
next decade will be not so much arms control, let alone arms
reduction, but enhanced dialogue, limited cooperative arrangements

1I See 'Security, In l-etter and Spirit', Australian Financial Rtuiru,2
May 1997,p.12.
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and confidence'building measures designed as a Precursor to
subsequent conhols and reductions.l2

Notwithstanding the relative rmdest character of this agenda,
there are a variety of tuilding blocks' which might be considered as
means of enhancing dialogue cooperation, and confidence in the
Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific regions, and which would
contribute significantly to regional security.

72 See Desmond Ball, T,eport of Workshop 1: Towards Arms
Control and Reduction in the Pacific', in fawhar Hassan and
Rohana Mahmood (eds.), Quat For Security: Proceedings of the
Fourth Asia-Pacifc Roundtable, (Institute for Strategic and
International Studies (ISIS) Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, 1991),
pp.105-111.



CHAPTER 4

BUILDING BLOCKS

This chapter discusses some dozen building blocks which
could contribute significarrtly to the enhancement of regional security.
These building blocks range from relatively straighfforward proposals
such as increasing 'bansparency' or 'openness, to quite complex
regimes for regional maritime and airspace surveillance; they include
arrangements which are already in place, such as the Indonesia-
Australia zone of cooperation in the Timor sea, which could serve as
a model for joint surveillance and offshore development programs
elsewhere in the region, as well as proposals for new institutions, such
as an environmental security regime, which remain quite embryonic;
and they include both strengthening and expanding existing bilateral
defence arrangements and constructing new multilateral arrange-
ments, and both official and non-governmental initiatives. The critiial
point is that a multiplicity of cooperative arrangements dealing with
various security issues and involving various memberships offers the
best prospect of binding the region into a common security endeavour.
The focus of the discussion is on the practical and operational aspects
of the various building blocks. In highlighting these aspects, the
intention is not to deprecate the various proposals; on the contrary, it is
simply to recognise that the practical and operational considerations
must be addressed at the outset if the proposed structures and
mechanisms are to prove viable and meaningful in terms of enhanced
regional seanrity.

@ Transparency:

The first and most basic need is to encourage much greater
transparency with respect to major arms acquisition programs and
strategic obiectives. with a dozen major national arms acquisition
programs underway in or impacting on the region, there are real
prospects for suspicions, tensions, and imitative and offsefting
prograrns leading to arms races.

Tensions are already being induced in the region by aftempts
by some countries to discern the purpos€s and intentions of ttrlir
neighbours. For example, the espionage controversy which damaged
relations between Malaysia and singapore in late 1989 was reportedly
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due, at least in part, to Singapore's efforts to collect information on
Malaysia's 'recent $1.6 billion arms deal with Britain''l Given
differences in threat perceptions, with some countries being concerned
about Indian power projection z others about increasing Chinese
capabilities, and others about the plans and intentions of their nearer
neighbours, transparency is necessary to prevent misunderstandings
and unanticipated and unfortunate reactions.

Various official Australian governnrent statements over the
past half decade provide something of a model for the sort of public.
disclosure which is both possible and necessary. Paul Dbb's Rcoiat of
Australia's Defence C-apbilitia, issued in March 1986, provides a
detailed and comprehensive explanation of the basis and rationale of
the structure of the Australian Defence Force (ADF).3 The policy
information paper on The Defence of Austtalia 1987, issued by th"
Minister for Defence in March 1987, provides a comprehensive overall
explanation of the basis of Australian defence policy and planning,

See Suhaini Azuam, Neighbourly Interesh Spy Accusation
Reveals Regional Suspicions', Far Eastqn Economic Rettieut, 21

December 7989, pp.2L26; and Holman |enkins, 'Dwindling
Support Throws Status Quo Into Sea of Change', lnsight, 14

January 1991,,pp.2G28.
Thai defence officials have reportedly stated privately, for
example, that Thailand's recent acquisition of F-16s and frigates is
'aimed at meeting a potential threat from India - a concern rooted
in possible competing claims over the delineation of economic
zones off Thailand's west coasf. See Tai Ming Cheung, 'Shoulder
to Shoulder: ASEAN Members Strengthen Defence Ties', Far
Eastan Economic R@ieu), 22 March 7990, pp.25-26.

The Malaysian Defence Minister, Tengku Ahmad Rithaudeeru
has also cited 'a growing "threat" from India' as a reason for
Malaysia's recent acquisitions. See Holman fenkins, Dwindling
Support Throws Status Quo Into Sea of Change', Insight, 74
january 1997, pp.2G?3. See also Michael Michardsory lndia:
South-East Asia War5/, Pacific Deforce Rryrtn, February 1990,

P.42.
Paul Dbb Rarieu, of Aushalia's D$arce Capabilitia, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1986), p.V.
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including the concepts of self-reliance and 'defence in depth'.4 In
December 1989, the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Gareth
Evans, issued a mapr statement on Australia's Regional Secuity, which
describes Australia's regional security interests and policies, including
not just the military but also the diplomatic, economic and
development assistance dimensions, and explains the Australian
policies of 'comprehensive engagemen( for Southeast Asia and
'constructive commitmenfl for the South Pacific.S The Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAD issued The Air Powq Manual in August
1990, which describes the basic doctrine and operational concepts for
the employment of air power in the defence of Aushalia.6

Australia should encourage the publication of similar
statements by regional governments - while being mindful of the
limitations wNch some regional socio-political cultures impose on
open government. Australia could offer to provide assistance to
regional defence planners with respect to planning methodologies and
techniques, such as program budgeting and five year (and more
forward) defence planning. The development and publication of long-
term defence plans and their conceptual bases would allay some of the
uncertaintlr in the region. The RAAF could further extend its
assistance to regional air forces with respect to the development and
articulation of air power doctrine and operational concepts. Inter-
action between regional air forces at this level can do much to enhance
mutual understanding and cooperation.

Kim C. Beazley, The Defence of Australia L987, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1987), pp.VII-X.
Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia's
Regional Security, (Management Information Processing,
Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, December
1989).

For a critical review of the statement, which provides further
explication of the assumptions and implications of Australia's
regional security policy, see Greg Fry (ed.), Australia's Regional
Security, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1991).
Royal Australian Air Force, The Air Pouter Manual (Air Power
Studies Centre, Royal Australian Air Force, Canberra, August
1990).
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Gil IntelligenceExchanges:

In May 191, in a major speech on Australia's security interests
in Asia, the Australian Prime Minister, Bob F{awke, suggested that
increased cooperation with respect to intelligence exchanges would
senre as an important regional confidence'building measure.T
Exchanges of intelligence .Fsessments and regular discussions iunong
regional intelligence officials should lead to a greater degree of shared
perceptions concerning regional security developments, as well as
closer personal relationships among the relevant officials, and hence
serve to reduce the possibilities of misinterpretations and
misunderstandings. It should be a central element of greater regional
transparency.

There are already very extensive networks of bilateral
intelligence exchange agreements throughout the region. More than
two dozen intelligence and security agencies are involved in these
networks, with several dozen bilateral arrangements between them.

The Australian intelligence and security community is very
much at the hub of his intelligence cooperation.s Cooperation with the
intelligence and security agencies of the ASEAN countries is primarily
the responsibility of the Aushalian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS),
although several other Australian agencies also maintain regular
contact with their counterpart agencies in the region. ASIS has
established formal liaison arrangements with all the ASEAN
intelligence services. In the case of Malaysia, liaison was established in
1954 with both the Special Branch of the Malaysian Police and the
Malaysian External Intelligence Organisation (MEIO). In the case of
Singapore, ASIS also established formal liaison arrangements in 1964
with the Internal Security Division (ISD) of the Singapore Ministry of
Home Affairs and with the Security and Intelligence Division (SID,

The Hon. R.j. Hawke, Prime Minister, 'Australia's Security in
Asia' , (The Asia lzcture, The Asia-Australia Institute, University of
New South Wales, Sydney, 24May 7997),p.17.
See |effrey T. Richelson and Desmond Ball, The Tia Tlat Bind:
lntelligance Coopuation Between the UKUSA Countria - the United
Kingdom, the United Stata of Amtiu, Canada, Australia and Neut
Zuland, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, london and Boston, 7985),
p.172.
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Table 5: Regional Intelligence and Security Agencies Involved in
Intelligence Exchange and Cooperation

3.

1. Awhalia

New Zealand

Indoneia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

Japan

9. South Korea

10 Papua New Guinea

Office of National Assessments (ONA)
Defence Intelligence Organisation (DIO)
Defence Signals Directorate (DSD)
Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS)
Aushalian Security lntelligence Organisation (ASIO)
Service Intelligence Directorates (DMI, DMt DAFIS)

Security Intelligence Service (SIS)
Crcvernment Communications Security Bureau (GCSB)
External Assessments Bureau (EAB)
Directorate of Defence Intelligence (DDI)
National Intelligence Coordinating Board (BAKIN)
Suategic Intelligence Agency of the lndonesian Armed
Forces (BLAS ABRI)
Intelligence Wing of the Command for the Restoration of
Security and Order (Bakorstanas)

Special Branch
Malaysian External Intelligence Organisation (MEIO)

National Intelligence Coordinating Agency (NICA)
foint Intelligence Staff 0-2) of the Philippiires Armed
Forces

Internal Security Dvision (lSD) of the Ministry of Home
Affairs
Security and lntelligence Division (SID) of the Minisky of
Defence

Department of Cenhal Intelligence (DCI)
Service Intelligence Departments

Cabinet Research Office (NAICHO or CRO)
Signals Intelligence Branch (Chobetsu)
lntelligence Dvisions of the Ground Air and Maritime
Self-Defence Fore
Age_nc1 for National Security Planning (ANSP) (Fonnerly
the KCIA)
Def ense Securi ty C-ommand

PNG Inteligence Committee (PNGIC)
National lntelligmce Organisation (NIO)
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Singapore's external intelligence and research organisation) of the
Ministry of Defence. In the case of the Philippine, ASIS established a
relationship with the National Intelligence Coordinating Agenry
(NICA) in May 1967, and this was extended in 1970 to also include the
|oint Intelligence Staff 0-2) of the Philippines Anned Forces. In the
case of Indonesia, liaison between ASIS and the Indonesian State
Intelligence Coordinating Board (BAKIN) began in 1977, and an ASIS
Liaison Officer was appointed to BAKIN in 7977. And in the case of
Thailand, a liaison agreernent between ASIS and the Thai Department
of Central Intelligence (DCI) was signed in July 1974.e Elsewhere in
East Asia, ASIS established a liaison arrangenrent with |apanls Cabinet
Research office (cRo or NAICHo) in 1976;10 and a liaison
arangement was reportedly established with South Korean
intelligence and security authorities in the late 1970s.11

Australia also has a very close relationship with the Papua
New Guinea intelligence and security agencies. In fuly 1974, iust prior
to Papua New Guinea's obtaining independence, agreement was
reached for an intelligence exchange between the joint Intelligence
Organization (JIO) and the Papua New Guinea Intelligence Committee
(PNGIC), the senior intelligence body in PNG. The PNGIC is chaired
by the Secretary of the PNG Defence Department and its membership
consists of senior representatives from the Department of the Chief
Minister, the Deparfinent of Foreign Relations and Trade, the PNG
Constabulary, the PNG Defence Forces, the Dvision of District
Developrnent, and the PNG National Intelligence Organization (NIO).
Under the 1974 agreement, each party can ask the other for
information on specific subjects at any time. The fIO officer in Port
Moresby is forrnally designated as the liaison officer and channel of
communication with the PNGIC.I2

9

10
11

12

Australian Royal Commission on Intelligence and Security, Ffft
Rqort, (Australian Government Printer, Canber+ 1977),
Appendix D paragraphs 12G161.
lbid., Appendix D, paragraph 178.
Brian Tmhey and William Pinwill, Oystt: Tle Story of the
Australian Secret lntelligence Sqoice, (William Heinemann
Australia, Melbourne, 7989), p.26.
|oint Intelligence Organisation (fIO), Fourth Annual Rryrt,7974,
(Department of Defence, Canberra, 7974), pp.25-26.
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Among the ASEAN countries themselves, there are also
extensive arangements for intelligence liaisory exchange and
cooperation. Malaysia and Singapore cooperate most closely,
particularly with respect to internal security matters. Singapore's
Internal Security Department (ISD) maintains a liaison officer with the
Malaysian Special Branctu which in turn has a liaison officer in
Singapore.l3 Cooperation between Singapore's Security and
Intelligence Division (SID) and the Malaysian External Intelligence
Organisation (MEIO) is less close than that between ISD and the
Malaysian Special Branch, but there is still a useful exchange of
intelligence assessments.l4 In December 7984, Malaysia and Indonesia
signed a comprehensive defence cooperation agreement which
reportedly included provisions for collaboration between their
respective intelligence agencies.ls In january 1991, Malaysia and
Indonesia also agreed to cooperate with respect to air surveillance of
and exchange of information on traffic and movements of vessels
through the Straits of Malacca.l6 Indonesia's BAKIN and Papua New
Guinea's National Intelligence Organisation (NIO) also maintain
liaison arrangements, particularly with respect to the sharing of
intelligence of the activities of the Organisasi Papua Merdeka (Free
Papua Movement, or OPM) along the border between Irian jaya and
Papua New Guinea.l7

Giil Strengthening anil F-xpanding F-xisting Bilateral Cooperatioe
Arrangements:
Since the mid-1970s, but mostly since the mid-1980s, there has

developed an extensive network of cooperative defence activities
among the ASEAN counhies, as well as htween them and some of
their neighbours such as Australia. In the case of the ASEAN countries

David jenkins, A Secret Swop With the Southern Neighbours',
Far Eastqn Economic Ratiew,6Marchl98l, p.28.
tbid..
Michael Richardsory lndonesia, Malaysia Sign Defence Paci', The
Age, 5 December 1984, p.7.
'KL Calls for Expansion of Defence Ties With fakarta', The Straits
Times,9 january 199'1,, p.24; and Paul |acob, 'KL and |akarta To
]ointly Keep Tabs On Straits', The Straits Tims,18 |anuary 1991,
P.17.
'PNG Officers "Give Jakarta Secrets"' ,The Age,2 April 1988, p.9.

74
15
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Table 6: Bilateral Exercises Involving Singapore, Malaysia and
Indonesia, 1980-1990

Naval:

Land:

Air:

Singapore-Indonegia Bilateral Exercisee

Singapore-Malaysia Bilateral Erercigea
land: May 1989

October 1989
April 1984
February 1985
September 1985
S€ptemb€r 1987
October 1988
July 1989
July 1984
April1985
April 1986
January 1987
March 1988
March 1989

F-x ScnungatbvhtTlS9
F-r SenungatBeltu2|89
tua7184
tuta2185
tua3186
Sau4187
tuaSl88
tua6189
kMelepmTlS4
Ex Malapra2lSS
kMelarym3186
Er lvlahpura 4187
Ex lvlnhpwa 5188
Ex Mdepura6lS9

Ex Safkn lrulopura7l89
Er Saflor IndoVure2190
F-r Ehng Indopura 7180
F-x Elang Indopm 2182
F.x Elang Indopura 3184
Er Elang Indopnre 4186 (CPX)
Er Elang Indopura 4186 (AMX)
Ex Elaag lruloputa 5187
F-z Ehng Indopum 6190
Er Eagh 7174
ErF-egle2lV
F* Eaglc 3178
Ex Eagle 4179
Ft Eagle 5180
ErEqIe6lST
Er Eagle 7183
Et Eagle 8184
F,z Eagle 9186
Ex Eagle 70188
E:Eagle77190

F-x lQker Malirulo
F-xAmmMalinb
ExTebr lvlalinilo
F-rElangMelirulo
F*Malinbleya
F-r Derssr lvblindo

Naval:

Indonesia-Malaysia Bilateral Exercis€g

December 1989
December 1990
fuly 1980
luly 1982
Mav 1984
Juni tss6
July 1986
February 1987
September 1990
September 1974
Augtsrl9Z
September 1978
October 199
September 1980
October 1981
fuly 1983
October 1984
September 1986
August/Septemb€r 1988
October 1990

[.and:

Air:
Naval:
CombinedServie: Began in 1982

Annually since
December 192

Upgraded in 1980 to
Ftuther enhanced in 198I to
Annuallv since 1975
fuurrrell'v since 1!IZ3

Source: S. Bilveer, 'singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia Triangular Defence Pact:
Potentiats and Perils', Asic n Defencc lourtul, December 199O, p,5.
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themselves, these are primarily bilateral activities involving different
pairs of countries; the cooperative activities include joint exercises,
joint haining programs, exchanges of defence personnel, and regular
meetings of chiefs and other highJevel officers of the respective
regional defence forces. This network of bilateral defence
arrangements provides a solid foundation for the development of
multilateral cooperative arrangements in the region.

Bilateral exercises .ue now commonplace in the regiory
particularly in the case of the defence forces of Singapore, Malaysia
and Indonesia, with somewhat less frequent involvement of the Thai
and Philippine forces in this activity. As outlined in Table 5, there are
now regular bilateral exercises involving the land, air and naval forces
of Singapore and Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia, and Malaysia
and Indonesia. Since the mid-1980s, these have amounted to some half
dozen major irint exercises per year.

These joint exercises have become not just more frequent and
regular; they have also increased in scope to include a broader range of
force elements, they have increasingly involved the coordination of
some of the most sophisticated capabilities in the respective defence
forces, and the exercise scenarios have become generally more
demanding and the exercises themselves more fruitful with respect to
the promotion of closer cooperation and confidence'building. For
example, the Elang lndapura series of ioint exercises has provided the
vehicle for a dramatic enhancement in cooperation between the
Singaporean and Indonesian air forces since it was initiated in 1980.
Field manoeuvres were introduced in the third exercise in May 1984;
new aircraft such as F-5s were introduced in the fourth exercise in fuly
1986; and the fifth exercise in February 1987 promoted common
understanding of regional air defence issues. The sixth Elanglndopura,
held in September 199Q involved several further advances in
cooperation. For the first time, Indonesian aircraft (including four A4
Skyhawk fighters) operated from a Singapore air base (Paya Lebar
Airport); the Singapore Air Force's E-2C Hawkeya provided target
information for anti-shipping strikes by the Indonesian A-4s; and
Singaporean A-4s irined with Indonesian A-4s in close air support

l8 S. Bilveer, 'Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia Triangular Defence
Pact: Potentials and Perils', Asinn Defnce lournal, December 1990,
p.5.
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operations at Saibu Air Weapons Range near Pehan Baru in Sumatra.l9
In October 1990, Exercise Eagle 17/90, the eleventh in a series of naval
exercises between Singapore and Indonesia, involved Indonesian use
of the Singapore Nav/s Tactical Training Crntre, as well as the use of
E-2C Hawkeya to guide fighter aftacks and to provide information on
ship and aircraft movenrenb to the ships of both navies.z0 According
to the Fleet Commander of the Royal Singapore Navy, Colonel Hoon
Slan Hock, the development of corunon procedures and practices in
areas such as aircraft control, naval gunfire support and the Protection
of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) in the Eagle exercises tras
enabled us to achieve a higher plane in the areas of mutual
understanding and cooperation in bilateral naval operations'.2l

It should not be too difficult to extend at least some of these
Singapore.Malaysia-Indonesia bilateral exercises into trilateral
activities. As Bilveer Singh has argued:

In view of the established defence network bilaterally,
it would be easy enough to expand them to trilateral
levels since this would involve merely the expansion
of the one.plusone to two-plus-one system of defence
exercise. Hence, as far as land exercises are concerned,
Ex Safmafabri would be held pining the three
countries' armed forces. Similarly, in naval exercises,
Ex Malindopura could be launched and for the air
force, Er ElangMaliporecould be initiated.22

A useful first step would be to invite observers from the third party to
aftend the bilateral activities. More active participation leading to a
fully trilateral activity would evolve as cormron practices and mutual
confidence developed.

'Manoeuwes "Getting Better and So Are Ties"', Tle Shaits Times,
13 September 1990, p.27.
Dominic Nathan, 'Singapore-Indonesia Naval Exercise: Two Firsts
- Hawkeye and Computer Simulatior{, The Straits Tima, l0
October 1990,p.22.
tbid..
S. Bilveer, 'Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia Triangular Defence
Pact: Potentials and Perils', Asian Defatce lournal, December 1990,
p.5.

19

20

2t
z2
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There are in fact a variety of multilateral arrangenrenb for
defence cooperation already forming in the region. For example, the
national defence manufacturer associations of Indonesia, Malaysia,
Singapore and the Philippines decided in 1990 to establish a regional
grouping to promote complementary activities. A starting point for
this process is the preparation of assessments of national defence
capabilities, including the identification of particular deficiencies and
proposals for advancing their corrunon interests. Given that the
principal defence manufacturers in the national associations that have
formed the regional grouping are either goverrunent-owned or subpct
to strong governrnent influence, it is fair to observe that the new
arrangement 'represents the introduction by prory of a multilateral
defence component within ASEAN'.23 Another example of
multilateral defence cooperation within ASEAN is the construction in
Singapore of a C-130 flight training centre, equipped with a C-130
flight simulator, to provide training for C-130 flight crews for the
defence forces of Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Taiwan.24

The fact that three ASEAN countries have acquired F-16
fighter aircraft (with the Philippines also intending to acquire some)
provides a further basis for cooperation. For example, the Thai,
Indonesian and Singapore Air Forces agreed in principle in February
1990 to establish a joint haining base, with F-16 flight simulators, for
their F-16 fighter pilots.2s Indonesia and Singapore are reportedly also
planning to establish a ioint air combat manoeuvering and
instrumentation range, to be located in Indonesia, to practice
'dissimilar air combat under realistic conditions'.25 It would be logical

23 Robert Karniol, 'ASEAN Defence Team-Up Delayd', lane's
DefarceWeeHy,8 December '1,990,p.'1,187. See also Robert Karniol,
'Regional Self-Reliance In ASEAN', Intunational Det'ense Raieut,
2/1991,pp.724-727.24 'Singapore Gets Training Center', Defense Nans, 77 March 1991,
P.20.
See Tai Ming Cheung, 'Shoulder to Shoulder: ASEAN Members
Strengthen Defence Ties', Far Eastern Economic Rarian,22 March
79%), p.?5; Pacrfic Det'ence Reportn, May 190, p.34; and Pacrfic
Defarce Reporter, lune 1990, p.20.
'*ian Defence lournal, December 1990, p.108.
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to extend these arrangements to other areas, such as pint airframe and
engine maintenance facilities; a irint research and develoPmenl
program designed to address technical problems (such as structural
iatigue) peculiar to F-16 operations in the Southeast Asian
environmen$ common production plants for high-usage sPare Parts;
and irint logistic support services.

Australia is already involved in a wide range of bilateral and
multilateral defence arrangements in the region. Many of these derive
directly or indirectly from the Five Power Defence Arrangements
(FPDA) and Integrated Air Defence System (IADS). In addition to
providing for the air defence of Malaysia and Singapore, FPDA/IADS
provides a vehicle for dialogue at both policy-making and operational
ievels, for irint exercises and taining, and for sharing experiences and
thoughts.

In addition to the multilateral activities conducted under the
FPDA/IADS, Australia is involved in bilateral activities with the
defence forces of each of the ASEAN countries. These activities
include irint exercises, joint training Programs, reciprocal attendances
at staff colleges, exchanges of personnel, reciprocal official visits, and
exchanges of ideas.

As shown in Table 7, ioint exercises between elements of the
Australian Defence Force (ADF) and regional defence forces are
frequent.2T The schedule of ioint exercises with the defence forces of
the ASEAN counhies now includes an average of at least one exercise
a month. Some of the most important of these are the Sta(bh series of
annual maritime exercises involving the FPDA partners in the South
China Sea; the IADS air defence exercises held several times a year; the
Haingaroo series of land exercises held about three times a year with
elements of the Malaysian Army; the AUSIM series of naval exercises
between the Aushalian and Indonesian navies, which are usually held
about four times a year and which are designed to develop muhral
cooperation in maritime warfare naining; the Paryuin series of annual

27 'Defence Exercises', Hansard (Houseof Rqrsentatiues),6May 7987,
pp.2757-27ffi; Defence Force Exercises', Han*ril (House of
Rqraentatiaes), 21 December 1988, pp.3909-3913; and Defence
Force Exercises', Hansard $enatd,18 September 7990, pp.2518-
25?3.
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Table 7: Exercises Involving the Aushalian Defence Force (ADF) and
ASEAN Defence Forces, 1980-1991

19E0-1981

1981-1982

1982-19Ei!

Neat Horiznt 8O

IADSADEXSG5

TADSADEXSG6

IADSADD(81-1

HaringaraST

IADS ADEX 82-I

tuuthern SafariS2

StnfishS2

TADS ADEX 82-2

IADSADD(82-3

Haingarm4

HeringaruS

TADSADD(824

LADS ADD( 82-5

I.ADSADEXS2-6,

StatishS3

IADS ADEX 83-1

Platypus 83

Maritime exercise with Indonesia in the Java Sea.

Mhor air defence exercise with Singapore under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia under FPDA.

foint exercise to develop understanding with the
Malaysian Army.

Major air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
trnder FPDA.

Battalion group exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Combined maritime exercise with Malavsia and
Singapore, under FPDA, in the South Chlo" Se".

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Exercise with the Malaysian Army.

Exercise with the Malaysian Army.

Maior air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercisewith Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Combined maritime exercise with Malavsia and
Singapore, under FPDA, in the South Cf,ina S.".

Major air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Land exercise with Malaysia and Singapore under FPDA.
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C-op Thunda 835 Air defmce and strike tsaining with the Philippines
Air Force.

Nan Horimrc 4 Maritime exercise with lndonesia in the lava Sea.

1983-1984
IADS ADD( E&3 Minor air defmce exercise with Malaysia and Singapore

under FPDA.

Exercise with the Malaysian Amry.

Exercise with the Malaysian Army.

19E4.19E5

LADS ADEX 83-4 Maj<x air defmce exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

LADS ADD( 895 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

LADS ADD( 83-6 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

IADS ADEX 842 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

LADS ADD( 8il-3 Maix air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Strlrfkh84 CombinedmaritimeexercisewithMalaysiaand
Singapore, under FPDA, in the South China Sea.

LADS ADD( 84-4 Maix atr defence qercise with Malaysia and Slngapore
under FPDA.

Haringetu9 Exercise with the Malaysian Army,

LADS ADD( 845 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Nao HorimnS4 Combined maritime exercise with Indonesia.

IADS ADE)( 8,t6 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

IADS ADE( 8t1 Minor air defenc€ exercise with Malaysia and Sing3pore
under FPDA.

IADS ADEX 8t2 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singpore
under FPDA.

Haringerm\O Exercise with the Malaysian Arury.

HadngatuT

HningetuS



IADSADD(8'3

HaringetooTl

StnfishSS

198S1986
TADSADD(8T4

CopeThurulcrSLT

IADS ADEX 85-5

LADS ADEX 85-5

HaringarmT2

IADSADEXSGl

tAD6 ADEX 8&2

Haringarm\3

IADSADD(863

796-7987
IADSADEXS5'4

IADSADEX365

StarfishS6

SanthrnTignS6

Heringarm'14

Penfturn Rusil

KiwiC-onnectimr
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Maior air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Exercise with the Malaysian Arnry.

FPDA maritime exercise with Malaysia and Singapore in
the South China Sea.

Minor air defmce exercise with Malaysia and Shgapore
under FPDA.

Air warfare training exercise in the Philippines.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Maix air defence o(ercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Exercise with the Malaysian Army.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Exercise with the Malaysian Arrry.

Major air defmce o(ercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

FPDA maritime exercise with Malaysia and Singapore in
the South China Sea.

Exercise with the Malaysian Army to'develop
interoperability and enhance defence relations'.

Exercise with the Malaysian Army.

Exercise in Malapia to practice counterinsurgency
operations.

FPDA Exercise in New Zealand with Malaysia and
Singapore,'to further develop interoperabilit/.
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1987-1988

IADS ADD( 86{ Maix air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

LADS ADEX 87-1 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

LADS ADD( 87-2 Minor air defmce exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Tasman Sea87-7 Exercise with Singapore in 'combined maritime
operations in [a] multi-threat environment'.

Haringatoo 75 Exercise with the Malaysian Army.

IADS ADEX 87-3 Major air defmce qercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Cope Thunder 87-6 Air defence and strike training exercise with tactical air
units of the Armed Forces of the Philippines.

I.ADS ADEX 874 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

SttfishST FPDA maritime exercise with Malaysia and Singapore in
the South China Sea.

Temple lede 87 Exercise with a company group of the Royal Thai Army.

LADS ADEX 87-5 Majrx air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

CoW ThuruIn 8&7 Air defence and strike haining exercise with tactical air
units of the Armed Forces of the Philippines.

LADS ADEX 87{ Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Haringarn 76 Small rale infanhy exercise with a Malaysian Army
infantry brigade.

LADS ADD( 88-1 Minor air defmce exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Hadngarn 77 Small scale infanhy exercise with a Malaysian Army
brigade.

IADS ADEX 88-2 Minor air defmce exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

HaringaroolS Small scale infanhyexercise with a Malaysian Army
brigade.
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IADS ADD( 8&3 Major air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

StnfishSS FPDA rraritime exercise with Malaysia and Singapore in
the South China Sea.

tADg ADD( 88-5 Minor air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore
under FPDA.

Lina Berstu Maicr FPDA air defence exercise with Malaysia and
Singapore,

1989
Nao FmtingS9 Long-running exercise at Canungra, Queensland haining

units of the Royal Brunei Armed Fore.
19 Jan &ldcn Flecc 89 Land exercise in New Zealand with Malaysia and
-I9 Feb Singapore.

2!l* HaingatooT9 Exercisewitlr Malapian Army.{ Feb

7-21. NuIIeNulIe Air defme missile exercise with the Singapore Air Force.
March

2G30 BISAM 89 Shooting exercise with Royal Brunei Armed Forces.
March

31 Mardr Qtapl cokl89
-21 April

Exercise with Royal Thai Army (RTA)
to 'develop understanding of RTA tactics and
interoperability with RTA'.

+7 IADS ADEX 89-2 FPDA air defme exercise with Malap'ia and Singapore.
April

Y27 ReVill liooe E9 Combined airfield defence exercise with Malaysia.
Ap.il

26 Aprn C-ope Thundn 89{ C-ombined air defence training
-23May exercise ln the Philippines.

2E April *uthcrlt Tign 89 Army exercise with Malaysia.
-l7May

!r25 llaringatoo20 Land exercise with Malaysia.
M"y

1124 Haringarm2T Land o<ercise with Malaysia.
Iune

1623 Pmguin 89 Patrol boat exercise with Brunei.
Iune
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3-17 Staikh 89 FPDA maritime and air warfare exercise with
July Malapia and Singapore in the South China Sea.

2629 IADS ADEX 894 FPDA air defene exercise with Malaysia and Singapore.
S€pt.

7629 Lion Spi'/it 89 FPDA army exercise.
October

1990
7-74 Haringaroo22 Land exercise with the Malaysian Army.
February

1!15 LADS ADEX 9G2 FPDA air defme exercise with elerrmts of Malaysian
Mardr and Singapore air forces.

8-26 Chapel Gold Land exercise with the Royal Thai Army.
April

9 April NightPanther 9O Exercise to enhance interolxrability with Royal Thai
4 May Army Special Forces.

7U26 Heringaroo23 Land exercise with Malaysian Amty.
May

20May NightHewkg} Special Forces exercisewith Brunei.
-8 June

+'17 PenguingD Pabol boat exercise with Brunei.
June

7G22 Hafingarm2L Land exercise with Malaysian Anny.
Iune

22-27 Aussbm 90 Maritime exercise with the Royal Thai Navy'
June

,t-18 SwfishgO FPDA exercise with Malaysian and Singapore naval and
Iuly air forces.

13 Aug. Well*by 90 Singaporean Arured Forces exercise
-28 Nov. in Queensland.

29 Aug. EXTENDEX 9G4 ASW training exercise in the
-2 Sept. Philippines.

2!28 IADS ADEX 904 FPDA air defence exercise with Malaysia and Singapore.
S€pt.

1-31 NightTiger Exercise tobroadm co-operation between thespecial
October foroes of Aushalia and Malaysia.



2-78 Suman Wanbr
October

3-25 NulIeNuIIa
October

5-20 NullaNulla
November

7991
79-23 IADS ADEX 91-2
April

29 Aprn Sfu;iishgl
-13 May

2-28 NightEalan
Iuly
1!19 Austlui9l
July

Iuly- Pitch Black9T
August

23 Sept. MatildagT
-19 Oct.
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FPDA exercise with Malaysia and Singapore.

Air defence missile exercise with the Singapore Air Force.

Air defene missile exercise with the Singapore Air Force.

Major IADS exerclse with Malaysia and Singapore.

FPDA maritinre exercise in the South China Sea.

Special Forces exercise with Brunei.

Exercise with the Royal Thai Navy in the Gulf of
Thailand.

Air defence exercise involving Singapore Air Force.

Training exercise with the Singapore
Armed Forces

In addition, the RAN conducls a series of exercises known as AUSINA with the
lndonesian Navy. These are usually held about four times a year and are designed to
develop mrrhral cooperation in maritime warfare haining.

The RAN also now conducts regular 'p"*gb exercises' (PASSEXs) with all
navies of the region.

Source: 'Defmce Exercises', Hgnuril (Hae ol Reprewiatius), 6 May 1987, pp27il-
2760;'Def.ence Force Exercises', Hen*ril (Hou* of ReVrewttatioes),2l'Decemb-€i 198&
p_p.39@-3913;'Defence Force Exercises', Hanvril (Setute),18 September 1990, pp.25l8-
2523; and information provided by the Departnrent of Defence.
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patrol boat exercises with Brunei; and numerous 'passage er<ercises'
(PASSEXs), which are now conducted by the Royal Australian Navy
(RAN and all the navies of the region whenever convenient. In
addition to these, the ADF regularly exercises in the Western Pacific
with the defence forces of the United States, New Zealand, japan,
South Korea, Papua New Guinea, and various of the island states in
the Southwest Pacific.

Australian assistance with training of regional defence forces
is also quite extensive. For example, Australia is assisting with the
development of the Baturaja Combat Training Centre in Indonesia.
Officers from Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia are trained in
maritime air surveillance at the ADF Warfare Centre at Williamtown.
Officers from all the ASEAN countries receive training at the service
staff colleges. Other training programs involve ASW, special forces
operations, engineering and other professional and technical areas. In
sum, several hundred ASEAN defence personnel receive some form of
training in Australia each year.

Australia also has arrangements with the Indonesian,
Malaysian, Singaporean and Thai defence forces involving logistics,
including the planning and development of logistic suPport systems'
Under a logistics agreement recently signed with Thailand, Australia
will assist maintenance of the Thai Harpoon inventory. Australia
provides logistic services for the Indonesian Nomad program.

Reciprocal visits by senior officers provide a mechanism for
increasing'openness', closer personal relationships, and enhancing
mutual understanding and confidence. The visits to Australia by
General Try Sutrisno, the Commander-in-Chief of the Indonesian
Armed Forces, in fuly 1989 (which included a visit to Tindal Air Force
Base in the Northern Territory during the preparations for Exercise
Knngaroo 89) and by Vice Admiral Soedibyo, Chief of the General Staff
of the Indonesian Armed Forces, in October 1990, both reflected and
promoted the increasing cooperative activities of the Australian and
Indonesian defence forces.

Exchanges of ideas, through conferences, workshops and
service-to-service talks, are an important means of confidence-
building. For example, the Western Pacific Naval Symposium, a
biennial conference initiated by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) in
1988, brings together representatives of the navies of the ASEAN
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states, the US, Iaparu the Republic of Korea, the People's Republic of
China, Papua New Guinea, Australia and New Zealand for a frank
exchange of views on a wide range of issues, including law of the sea
and SLOC protection. It is a unique forum and a significant step
towards a better understanding between regional navies. There may
be some scope for its further development to include representation,
for example, from the South Asian navies.

The establishment by the RAN of the Maritime Studies
Program also has a confidence'building dirnension. The obiectives of
the project include building a better dialogue with regional navies on
maritime strategic issues. This will be implemented by visits within
the region for discussions with naval planning staffs and talks to staff
colleges, strategic studies centres, etc. Reciprocal visits to Australia for
similar purposes would be welcomed by the RAN.

There is more that could be done. The senior working visits of
Australian defence officials and ADF officers to the regiory which have
contributed to 'openness' and to productive liaison, could become
more regular events. There is scope for bringing greater numbers of
officers and other personnel to Australia for professional development
and technical training. The Defence Cooperation Program (DCP)
could be used, for example, to provide graduate education and
training in strategic studies and defence planning for young officers
from the region. Regional observers could be invid to attend the
mapr ADF exercises - not just for a couple of days of carefully
orcheshated activity, but for a sufficient perid to understand the
purposes of the exercises, the operational concepts being tested, and
the fundamentally defensive nature of ADF doctrine and strategy. It
would be useful, for example, to have some Indonesian Armed Forces
(ABRI) accrediation to the planning staff for Exercise Kangmoo 92,
which is to involve amphibious landings and riverine operations in the
Top End during the Wet s€ason, in order to assuage Indonesian
concerns about the purpose and nature of the exercise. There is also
greater scope for ADF involvement in rcgional exercises.

Although strengthening and expanding existing bilateral
cooperative arrangements is the sensible way to go, it is not as
straightforward a process as it might seem at first sight. It is, to begin
with, dependent upon the receptivity of the regional countries, which
have other sensitivities and priorities with respect to cooperative
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activities. None of the ASEAN countries would want Sreater
cooperation with Australia to be at the exPense of their current and
expanding activities with their ASEAN partners, yet their resources
are limited and major cooperative programs are not cheap. Already,
the ADF has found that some of its regional exercise commitments
have been to the detriment of nationally-oriented tasks and roles, and
it is dear that further regional involvement cannot be undertaken
without increased allocation of resources to the ADF.

Gd Buililing on the ASEAN PMC Process:

In 1990, the notion of utilising the Post Ministerial Conferences
(PMCs) of the meetings of ASEAN Foreign Ministers as a forum for
regional security dialogue was informally raised within the ASEAN
Institutes of Strategic and International Studies. The essence of the
notion was that the ASEAN PMC was already a well€stablished
mechanism for bringing together the six nations of ASEAN and their
'dialogue partners', and that it was practicable to extend it in
membership to include other Asia/Pacific countries and in agenda to
include security issues. As the Australian Prime Minister, Bob Hawke,
observed with respect to the prospect for 'multilateral security
dialogue', in his speech on 'Australia's Security in Asia' on 24 May
79912

This can best be done by building on existing
multilateral regional forums. ASEAN meetings,
including the post-ministerial conferences, have
recently begun to provide excellent oPPortunities for
such discussions.28

Although deliberately underplayed, ASEAN has always had a
substantial security dimension. As noted in chapter 2, the erstwhile
rationaleof ASEAN,albeit implicit, was the common determination to
resist communism and particularly the perceived threat of Vietnamese
political and military expansion. In more recent years, ASEAN
meetings have included more explicit discussions of security concetns,
including the conflict in C-ambodia, the implications of US withdrawal
from the Philippines, refugees, and the desirability of a forum for

2E The Hon. RJ. Hawke 'Australia's Security in Asia', (The Asia
I-ccture, The Asia-Australia Institute, University of New South
Wales, Sydney, 24May 191), p.10.
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dialogue on regional security issues. ASEAN itself represents a
successful confidence.building arrangement in its own righ$ it
provides the most appropriate 'building block' for an Asia/Pacific
security and confidence-building dialogue.

On 4 |une 1991 in a report entitled A Time Eor lnitintiue
prepared for the forthcoming Fourth ASEAN Summit Meeting, to be
held in Singapore in February 792, the ASEAN Institutes of Strategic
and International Studies 'put forward for the consideration of the
Governments of the member states of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations [a] broad proposal [for] ... an ASEAN Initiative for an
Asia-Pacific Political Dialogue':

There has been and there will be a proliferation of
proposals for multilateral processes and mechanisms
involving the Asia Pacific aimed at enhancing stability
and security a richer peace in the region. ASEAN
must play a central role in whatever processes and
mechanisms arise. It must do more. It should be
creative initiator as well as active participant....

The well-established ASEAN Post-Ministerial
Conference already regularly brings together the six
nations of ASEAN and five dialogue partners:
Australia, Canada, fapan, New Zealand, and the
United States. The Republic of Korea has become a
sixth dialogue partrrer.

We propose that at the end of each PMC an 'ASEAN
PMC-initiated conference' be held at a suitable retreat
which will allow for the appropriate ambiance for the
constructive discussion of Asia Pacific stability and
peace. It is suggested that the agenda and
arrangements for each ASEAN PMC-initiated
'Conference on Stability, and Peace in the Asia Pacific'
be prepared by a senior officials meeting made up of
senior officials of the ASEAN states and the dialogue
partners.

It is envisaged that such states as the People's
Republic of China, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Rcpublics, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
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and Vietnam should be invited to participate on a
regular basis. Other governments should be invited
according to the specific issues that will be on the
agenda of each Conference.

We strongly urge the senior officials meeting of
ASEAN preparing for the Kuala Lumper ASEAN
Ministerial Meeting to deliberate on this proposal, that
it be dirussed at the coming AMM, and that it be
adopted at the Fourth ASEAN Summit Meeting to be
held in SingaPore.2e

This proposal was also endorsed by the Fifth Asia-Pacific
Roundtable on Confidence Building and Conllict Reduction in the
Pacific, held in Kuala Lumpur in mid-fune 1991, which:

... agreed that the ASEAN post-ministerial conferences
(PMC) provided an extant mechanism which could be
utilised to initiate a political and security dialogue in
the Asia-Pacific region. Immediately following the
next or subsequent ASEAN PMC meeting, the
members could co-host an informal seminar at some
appropriate retreat, with invitations to the Soviet
Union, China, and South Korea, to informally discuss
an agreed set of political and security issues - such as,
for example, guidelines for the export of advanced
weapons technologies; the implications of arms
control in Europe for the Asia-Pacific region
(including the transfer of weapons from Europe to this
region); French nuclear testing in the Pacific; issues of
environmental security; the explication of security
perceptions; and the explication of military doctrines.

Building on the ASEAN PMC would provide an
incremental and essentially unobjectionable
mechanism for discussing political and security issues
of regional concern which could lead to the

29 ASEAN Institutes of Strategic and International Studies, A Time
For lnitiatiae: Proposals for the Consideration of the Fourth ASEAN
Summit,4 June 7991, pp.4-5.
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enhancement of security throughout the Asia-Pacific
region.30

The proposal was discussed by the ASEAN Ministers at the
Twenty-fourth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting in Kuala Lumpur on 19-20
luly 1,991., who stated in a foint Communique issued on 20 fuly that the
ASEAN PMC was an'appropriate base' for addressing regional peace
and security issues.31

Importantly, even those dialogue partners of the PMC which
have been most resistant to multilateral security arrangements
responded positively to the proposal. For example, His Excellency Dr
Taro Nakayama, the |apanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, stated in his
speech to the General Session of the ASEAN PMC on 22luly:

I believe it would be meaningful and timely to use the
ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference as a process of
political dirussions designed to improve the sense of
security among us. In order for these discussions to be
effective, it might be advisable to organize a senior
officials' meeting which would then report its
deliberations to the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Conference [to be held in Singapore in February 19921
for further discussion.32

Dr Nakayama noted that h worthy topiC for regional security
dialogue was the regional anxiety about the future direction of
Japanese foreign policy concerning the region.33 According to Dr
Nakayama:

Desmond Ball, 'Report of Workshop 1: Towards Arms Conhol
and Reduction in the Pacific', Proceedings of the Fifth Asia-Pacific
Roundtable on Confidence Building and Conflict Reduction in the
Pacific, Institute of Sbategic and International Studies (ISIS)
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1G14 ]une 1991.
loint Communique of theTwenty Fourth ASEI4N Ministuial Meeting,
Kuala Lumpur,79-20 luly 1997,p.5.
His Excellenry Dr Taro Nakayama, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Iapan, 'Staternent to the General Session of the ASEAN Post
Ministerial Conference', Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 22luly 7997,
pp.72-73.
Ibid.,p.72.
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Expansion of the |apanese role in the Asia-Pacific
region has caused anxiety and concern among other
countries, as to how far our role would expand and
whether or not it would take on military dimensions.
That is why, I believe, it is increasingly important both
for |apan and our fellow Asian nations to have
opportunities on a constant basis enabling fapan to
listen to the anxieties and concerns that other countries
in Asia express regarding our foreign policy
orientation and obiectives, and, in turn, for |apan to
provide our neighbours in Asia with direct, forthright
explanations of our thinking. As we fulfil our political
obligations in the Asia-Pacific region in the future, a
vital part of our diplomatic activities will be to
participate earnestly in a process which I might call
'political dialogue designed to increase the sense of
security felt by all parties'.9

(o) The Timot Ses Zone of Coopetation:
The Zone of Cooperation in the Timor Sea established by the

secalled'Timor Gap Treat/ between Australia and Indonesia, which
entered into force earlier this year, provides a case study against which
to discuss oryratiowl aspects of irint maritime surveillance and
development activity. This Treaty provides for a provisional 'joint
developmenf regime in an area of the Timor Sea between Australia
and Timor where there was a gap in the seabed boundary previously
agreed by Australia and Indonesia in 1972 (referred to as the 'Tirnor
Gap'and shown in Figure 2 as the sPace htween turning points A17
and A16).3s

The gap occuned because this area of seabed was adiacent to
and south of what was then the Portuguese territory of East Timor' A
seabed boundary delimitation in this area would have necessitated
separate negotiations between Aushalia and Portugal. However,

lbttl.,pp.l(*-l7.
A recent paper which discusses the Timor Gap Treaty is F'M.
Auburn and V.L. Forbes, The Timor Gap Treaty and the law of
the Sea Convention', SEAPOL Workhop, (Chiang Mai, Thailand,
27-29Mav 1991).

34
35
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following the incorporation of East Timor into the Indonesian state in
1975 and Australia's subsequent recognition of this annexation in7978,
it became possible for Australia and Indonesia to negotiate an
agreement to dose the gap - although the right to do so has been
disputed by Portugal who has commenced proceedings in the
International Court of justice to challenge the Timor Gap Treaty.

Closure of the Timor Gap was important because this area of
seabed contains the geological structure known as the'Kelp Prospecf
which is believed to have substantial hydrocarbons potential.
However, uncertainty over the achral location of this structure and the
possible consequences of referring the dispute to international
arbitration provided an incentive to both countries to share the
disputed area.36 The resultant agreement is without prejudice to
the respective positions of the two countries on a permanent seabed
boundary.

Under the Timor Gap Treaty the disputed area is divided into
three areas within a Tnne of Cooperation covering a surface area of
about 6,0500 square kilometres. The three areas are as follows (see
Figure 2):

. Area A, the principal joint operating area, in which the
two countries will share equally in the petroleum
resource benefits, has as its northem boundary the
simplified 1500 metre isobar with the median line
between Australia and Indonesia as its southern
boundary.

. Area B, where Australian law will apply with
Australia passing on to Indonesia ten per cent of the
Resources Rent Tax earned from the area, has the arc
of radius 200 nautical miles from the Indonesian
baselines as its southern boundary (i.e., the maximum
Indonesian claim).

36 For a discussion of the legal norrns and factual considerations
involved with the dosure of the Timor Gap see C. Cook, The
Australia-Indonesia Maritime Boundaq/, in W.S.G. Bateman and
M.W. Ward (eds.), Australia's Ot'fshore Maritime lnterats,
(Australian Centre for Maritime Studies, Canberra, 1985), pp.4G
53.
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IigT* Zi Timor Gap TreatyzZone of Cooperation and Agreed
seabed Boundary Delimitation Between Australia and rndonesia
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. Area C where Indonesian law will apply and

Indonesia will pay to Australia ten per cent of
Contractor's Income Tax earned from the area, has as
its northern boundary a simplified bathymetyric axis
line (i.e., the maximum Australian continental shelf
claim).

The Zone of Cooperation will be administered by a Ministerial
Council with a |oint Authority, under the direction of the Ministerial
Council, charged with operational responsibility for the day-today
management of Area A, which is the fully-fledged pint development
zone. A mapr responsibility of the Authority will be to enter into
production sharing arrangements for work carried out in Area A.

The Authority's head office covering the corporate and
financial functions will be located in Jakarta with an operational office
in Darwin responsible for technical matters. Saffing of the two offices
will be shared equally between the two countries and will indude two
security liaison officers in the Darwin office - an Australian civilian
and an Indonesian military officer responsible for security in the Zone
of Cooperation and for liaison with the security forces of the two
countries.

The Treaty rnakes provision for a wide range of irint activities
between Indonesia and Australia in relation to Area A. These include
surveillance, security measures, search and rescug air traffic crontrol,
hydrographic and seismic services, marine scientific research and
protection of the rnarine environment. A legal system is provided for
issues induding the law applicable to production sharing
arrangements, customs, quarantine and migratiory employment
conditions, health and safety, taxation and criminal jurisdiction. The
latter is based prirnarily on nationality, with Indonesian nationals in
Area A subiert to Indonesian law and Australians to Australian law.

The Timor Gap Treaty is a very detailed regrme for the joint
development of offshore petroleum resources. It has provided a
practical, but albeit interim, solution to an exceptionally complex
problem of maritime boundary limitation. The stakes were high in
terms of the possible value of the resources to be exploited in the area
and negotiations over the boundary and prospecting rights in the area
could easily have become acrimonious if goodwill between the parties
had not prevailed.
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The Treaty is an important confidence building nreasure which

is a significant step towards building good relations between two
neighbouring countries. It wil! lead to close cooperation and
understanding between the defence forces of Australia and Indonesia
through contingency planning for the security of installations in the
area and the conduct of routine maritime surveillance and security
operations. In no way are these theoretical benefits - Area A is rich in
hydrocarbons and it will certainly be developed into a rnapr oil and
gas producing field.

Arrangements for ioint surveillance and security operations in
Area A are already being developed. This requirement has served as a
catalyst for rnore general arrangements for coordinating surveillance
operations between Australia and Indcnesia in the broader area of the
Timor and Arafura Seas. This will include the exchange of information
on the programming of surveillance units, occasional ioint exercises
between these units, the establishment of routine communications
links between ships, aircraft and shore authorities, and the
development of standardised reporting procedures.

fuil ARegionalMafitime Surceillanee anilSafety Regime:

The Institute of Strategic and International Studies in Kuala
Lumpur floated the concept of a Regional Maritime Surveillance and
Safety Regime for Southeast Asian waters in 1990.37 Although the
concept remains inceptive it is worthwhile reviewing some of the
practical issues which arise with the consideration of such a regime.
What would be its purpose? What would be its scope? What
particular 'threats' might it usefully address? How might it be
implemented?

37 The concept of a Regional Maritime Surveillance and Safety
Regime in Southeast Asia was originally suggested by Dr
Noordin Sopiee, Director4eneral, Institute for Strategic and
International Studies (ISIS) Malaysia, at the Fourth Asia-Pacific
Roundtable in Kuala Lumpur in fune 1990. See Desmond Ball,
'Report of Workshop 1: Towards Arms Control and Reduction in
the Pacific', in |awhar Hassan and Rohana Mahmood (eds.), Qnesf
For Saurity: Procuilings of the Fourth Asia-Pacific Rouniltable,
(Institute for Strategic and International Studies (ISIS) Malaysia,
Kuala Lumpur, 7997), p.109.
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While protection of the sea lines of communication (SLOCs)
through the area would be too ambitious an objective at this stage
even given the increased vested interest of regional states in the
security of shipping, the regime could have a wide range of other
purposes. It would provide a useful mechanism in peacetime for:

. monitoring illegal activities, including smuggling,
unauthorised population movement and unlicensed
fishing;

. combating piracy, which has further increased in the
region recently, particularly in the Singapore and
Malacca Straits;38

. enhancing maritime safety along the busy shipping
routes in the area;

. conholling marine pollution and taking rernedial
action should pollution occur;

. sharing maritime information and intelligence; and

. most importantly, contributing to maritime
surveillance of areas under some degree of
sovereignty (including in the approaches to such
areas) in a manner which is cost-effective, given that
no regional country is likely to be able to afford such
surveillance on its own.

In a broader strategic sense, the establishment of such a regime
would be a clear demonstration of the preparedness of regional
countries to act together to ensure the security of the region and to
prevent threats arising. It might also contribute to fulfilling the
perceived need to establish a presence in the area to avoid the notion
that a vacuum could develop following any drawdown in the US
maritime forces.

38 According to the Singapore National Shipping Associatiory for
example, there were 29 reported cases of piracy in the vicinity of
Singapore in the first 11 months of 1990 as compared with only
three incidents in 1989. (Advice from the Singapore National
Shipping Association to the Federation of ASEAN Shipowners'
Associations, 27 November 190).
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The area in which a maritime surveillance and safety regime
could apply is within defined gmgraphical limits in the South China
Sea, the Gulf of Thailand, the Sbaits of Malacca, the Andaman Sea and
northeast Indian Ocean beyond the archipelagic waters and territorial
seas of countries in the region. As shown in Figure 3, most of this area
is either part of an already promulgated and accepted Exdusive
Economic Zone (EFZ) or is the subiect of a sovereignty dispute. The
fact that a large part of this area is under some degree of sovereign
control (i.e., territorial sea, archipelagic waters or an EEZ) is an
important feature of the Asia/Pacific waters. Naval CSBMs proPosd
for this area will need to take careful account of the Law of the Sea,
particularly with regard to the regimes of the EEZ, achipelagic waters,
and straits transit passage, all of which were introduced in the 1982
UN Convention of the law of the Sea.39 Coastal States enjoy full
sovereignty in their territorial and archipelagic waters and it is
unlikely that, at least in the first instance, any regional country would
agree to the regime extending into sovereign waters. This may be
possible in the longer term as countries develop ioint operating
procedures and gain confidence in the regime. But in the shorter
term, countries should at least perceive benefit in the regime providing
data to national surveillance centres on the movements of vessels
entering and leaving archipelagic waters and territorial seas under the
regimes of straits transit passage, archipelagic sealanes Passage or
innocent passage.

The area covered by the regime encomPasses strategically
important waterways for both merchant and naval vessels. The
Singapore and Malacca Straits are the shortest sea route between the
Indian Ocean (via the Andaman Sea) and the Pacific Ocean and, with
as many as two hundred shipping movements per day, they are one of
the busiest shipping channels in the world. However, they are also
navigationally intricate with shallow and restricted channels, shifting
bottom sands, numerous shoals, strong tidal streams and occasional
periods of poor visibility, particularly during the South West monsoon

39 For a general dirussion of these regimes, see Ken Booth,Iaw,
Force and Diplomacy at Sea, (Allen & Unwin, london, 1985). The
implications for naval arms control are discussed in I.R. Hill, Arms
Control at Sea, (Routledge, London, 1989).
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Figure 3: Map of Claimed and Potential Maritime Zones in the
Southeast Asian Region
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between May and September when there is persistent cloud and
frequent rain, often heary.

In waters within ten degrees of the equator (most of the area to
be covered by the suggested regime would fall within this category),
there is an almost daily routine of thunder storms and squalls.
localised rain squalls are particularly prevalent in waters within five
degrees of the equator. These conditions, together with the high
humidity of the region, suggest that sophisticated rrnritime
surveillance systerns, such as satellites and over the horizon radar,
may be rather less effective over regional waters than they are in
higher latitudes. All these factors point to the fundarnental and
enduring importance in the area of the basic surveillance platforms -
aircraft and ships.

All States in the region have geostrategic considerations which
point to the potential value of a safety and surveillance regime. All are
heavily dependent on the sea for seaborne trade and offshore
resources (seafood and/or oil and gas) and in most cases, this
dependence is increasing. But there are other geographical factors
relevant to individual countries:

r Indonesia is the archetypical archipelagic state which
places considerable emphasis on the integrity of its
land and maritime space;

. Malaysia is a fragmented country divided by the
South China Sea between West Malaysia and the
States of Sabah and Sarawak;

. Thailand has a West coast facing the Andaman Sea
and thus has a legitimate interest in maritime activity
in the Bay of Bengal and the Strait of Malacca, as well
as in the Gulf of Thailand and the South China Sea;
and

. Singapore is wholly dependent on the free flow of
shipping from the East through the South China Sea
and from the West through the Srait of Malacca.

Despite the advantages of the regime, there will be major
difficulties in its implementation. There will need to be some
commonality of interest established between the parties to the regime
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not only between the countries hemselves but, also, between the
separate national authorities (e.g., customs, and fishing and maritime
administration agencies) which have a vested interest in the national
surveillance arrangements of their country.

Fishing rights and control of illegal immigration are already
vexed issues in the region. Thailand, for example, has the largest
regional fishing fleet and could be expected to have a firm attitude to
the fishing provisions of the regime.

The dispute over sovereignty over the Spratly Islands is a
particular regional problem which could inhibit the creation of a
regional surveillance and safety regime.4O Likely participants in the
regime include several claimants to islands in the Spratlys who could
see the regime as contributing to their own surveillance operations in
disputed areas. In a strict legal sense this could imply tacit recognition
by the other participants of the sovereignty claims. This would
obviously be unacceptable to the members of the regime who were
themselves claimants. The only solution to this problem would be to
exclude the vicinity of the Spratly Islands from the regime and to
include disclaimers in any agreement establishing the regime that it
was without preiudice to sovereignty claims in the area and did not
imply recognition of such claims.

A first step in the establishment of the regime should be the
delineation and acceptance of the obiectives of the regirne and of the
geographic area to be covered by it. Initially operations would still be
conducted on a national basis but with the relatively unfettered
exchange of maritime surveillance information probably through a
regional surveillance coordination cenhe staffed by personnel from the
participating countries. Expansion of the present trilateral regime
(Singapore,Indonesia and Malaysia) in the Straits of Malacca provides
a possible route for implementation. The setting up of a multinational

40 A cooperative approach to solving the problems of the Spratly
Islands has been suggested in B.A. Hamzah, The Syatlia: Wlnt
Can Be Done To Enlance Confidence, (ISIS Research Note Institute
for Strategic and International Studies (ISIS) Malaysia, Kuala
Lumpur, 190); and Mark j. Valencia, 'A Spratly Solutionl, (Paper
prepared for Workhop on Cooperatiw Suurig in the Pacific in the
7990s, Honolulu, 18-21 November 1990).
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surveillance force (ships and aircraft) might later evolve as experience
develops and circumstances warrant.

Australia could make a significant contribution to such a
multinational force. The RAN already maintains a continuous
presence in Southeast Asian waters (albeit generally consisting of only
a single vessel) and RAAF P-3Cs undertake regular rnaritirne
surveillance of the region from the northeast Indian Ocean and the
South China Sea. Consideration could be given to instituting some
coordination of these surveillance flights with those of regional
maritime patrol aircraft.

In addition, the Australian Defence Force has a wealth of
experience in the conduct of multinational operations which would be
very useful for establishing a regional surveillance regime. In some
ways the cooperative procedures and regional centres being developed
in the South Pacific for maritime surveillance and the control of illegal
fishing provide a model for a Southeast Asian regime, admittedly on a
much less complex scale and without the same problems of
jurisdiction and competing national interests which may be
encountered in Southeast Asia.

The South Pacific island states were united in their concern
that they should share in the fish resources of the South Pacific which
were otherwise being heavily exploited by distant fishing nations.
With assistance from Canada, Australia and New Zealand and under
the auspices of the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA),
arrangements for maritime surveillance cooperation in the South
Pacific ane now well developed and proving to be very effective. The
elements of these,urangements comprise:4l

r the fifteen Pacific patrol boats which have been
supplied to eight Pacific island countries by Australia

41 R.G. Dagworthy, Current Australian Involvement in Maritirne
Surveillance and Enforcement in the South PacifiC, (Paper
presented to the seminar on Regional Marine lssua: Quations for
Australia, ce'sponsored by the Maritime Strategic Studies Project
and the Australian Institute of International Affairs, Stephen
House, Deakin, ACT, 10 October 1990, mimeo), p.10.
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Figure 4: Map of Clained and Potential Maritine Zones in the
South Pacific Region
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under the Australian Defence Cooperation Programp
. r€gular surveillance flights throughout the South

Pacific by P-3 aircraft of the RAAF and RNZAF;
. occasional patrols by RAN patrol boats in the area;

. light aircraft EEZ surveillance flights maintained by
some island states; and

. national surveillance cooperations c€ntres in Vanuatu,
Western Samoa and the Solomon Islands.

The headquarters of the FFA in Honiara in the Solomon
Islands cooperates closely with the defence forces of Australia and
New Zealand in the development of surveillance programs and the
tasking of surveillance a*sets.43 The agency provides information on
fishing patterns. In return, sighting reports of fishing vessels are
passed back to the FFA and individual countries so that action can be
taken to apprehend vessels illegally fishing or to have those vessels
removed from the Regional Register of Foreign Fishing Vessels.

fuiil A Regional Aooiilance of Inciilents at Sea Regime:

T\e 1972 agreement between the United States and the Soviet
Union to prevent incidents on and over the High Seas is an excellent
example of a practical maritime CSBM which has stood the test of
lengthy and demanding operational experience.44 More recently,

Eight Pacific island countries (the Cook Islands, the Federated
States of Micronesia, Marshall Islands, Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuahr and Western Samoa) will
receive a total of fifteen boats at a total cost of $A91 million.
These vessels have a length of 31.5 rnetres, a top speed of 20 knots
and a complement of 17.
D.f. Doulman, 'An Assessment of Australia's Role in the South
Pacific Forum Fisheries Ageng/, in W.S.G. Bateman and M.W.
Ward (eds.l, Australia's Maritime Interats: Vieus from Oaqsus,
(Australian Centre for Maritime Studies, Canbera, 1990), pp.9G
101.
See Sean M. Lynn-|ones, 'A Quiet Success for Arms Control:
Preventing Incidents At Sea', International Seuity, (Vol.9l, No.4),
Spring 1 985, pp.154-1&1.
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bilateral incident at sea agleements have also been negotiated between
the Soviet Union and other Western navies (i.e., the UK, Germany,
France, Canada, Italy, Norway, the Netherlands and Spain). The
experience gained from these bilateral arrangements has led to
suggestions of multilateral arrangernents.4S

Other related agreements between the US and the Soviet
Union are, first, the one signed in 1989 aimed at preventing dangerous
military incidents between all military services of the two countries,
and, second, the uniform interpretation of the rules of international
law governing innocent passage. These agreements also need to be
considered in the context of possible regional incidents at sea
agreements.

There are several provisions of the incident at sea agreements
which should be noted. Intr aliathey:

. cover incidents involving warships, military aircraft
and naval auxiliaries;

. exclude operations by submerged submarines since
they are not operating bn' the high seas;

. relate only to activities on the high saas (this reflects the
significance attached by all parties to the agreements
to the freedom of the high seas);

45 tn 1985, a multilateral incidents at sea agreement was proposed
by an expert group commissioned by the United Nations to
investigate possible areas for naval disarmament and confidence
building. See United Nations, The Naoal Arms Rnce: Report to the
Seoetary-Genual, (Urttted Nations, UN Study Series No.16, UN
Document A/40/535,New York, 1986,), p.83.

More recently, Sweden has drawn up a draft multilateral
treaty on incidents at sea. See Sean M. Lynn-fones, Applying and
Extending the USA-USSR incidents at Sea Agreement', in Richard
Fieldhouse (ed), Suurity at Sea. Nmtal Forca anil Arms Control,
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 7990), p.212; and Jan Prawitz,
'A Multilateral Regime for Prevention of Incidents At Sea', in
Richard Fieldhouse (d.), Secuity at Sea,pp.220-225.
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o permit surveillance but not in such a way as nuty

embarrass or endanger the plafform under
sunreillance;

r prohibit the performance by aircraft of aerobatics over
ships, or dropping objects near ships in such a way as
to be hazardous; and

r prohibit simulated attacks on maritime forces.

Similar incidents at sea agreement between maritime forces in
this part of the world may seem attractive as a possible maritime
CSBM but it will not be easy. There are several aspects of the
agreements with the Soviet Union which suggest that they are not
entirely relevant outside of the NATO context. Those agreernents
relate to the activities of navies which regularly conduct close
surveillance of each othey's exercises and operations. That is not the
case with regional navies which are unlikely to be involved in the
types of close quarters situations which are covered by the Soviet
agreements.

The limitations and exclusions of the extant incidents at sea
agreements are also relevant. Submerged submarine operations are
excluded from these agreements but, even more importantly, they are
limited to high seas activities only. As the waters where any regional
incident at sea agreement would desirably apply are not high seas,
such an agreement would be seen as a restriction both on the rights of
the coastal State involved and on the freedom of navigation exercised
by other nations in such waters.

Another potential problem with regional incidents at sea
agreements is that much of the success of the current agreements can
be aftributed to the fact that they are all bilateral. The interests of
different countries in the range of maritime operations is so diverse
that not only would the negotiation of multilateral agreements be very
difficult but also the investigation of particular incidents which may or
may not have contravened the agreement would become more
complicated if third parties had to be consulted. The third parties
could well perceive that their interests were affected in ways which
were perhaps different to those of the countries directly involved in
the incident.
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A recent review of the U$'USSR Incidents at Sea agreement
has identified six reasons for the success of the agreement.46 These
are:

r mutuality of interest,
r involvement of professional naval officers,
. consistency with agreed customary international law,
. absence of political pressure,
. a working/workable agreement, and
. a bilateral forum only.

Incidents at sea agreements between regional navies would
constitute a desirable maritime CSBM but there will be many problems
to overconre. In the first instance, they would only be achievable on a
bilateral basis and problems could be encountered with the attitude of
other countries to the agreements, including those of extra-regional
navies, who could perceive that their interests were affected by such
agreements or that some aspect of them created undesirable
precedents (e.g., possible restrictions on certain naval operations in
Exclusive Economic Zones, or the inclusion in the agreements of
provisions which appear to require the prior notification of straits
transit or archipelagic sealanes passage). Another mapr area of
difficulty with negotiating regional agreernents would likely be
associatd with specifying the geographical scoPe of such agreements
(particularly the extent to which they should apply in areas where the
potential parties eniry some degree of sovereignty).

Maritirne activities that could be covercd by the agreements
include:

. enty into the national territory (internal waters and
territorial sea and the airspace above) of the other
party unintentionally or through force majeur;

45 Rear Admiral Robert P. Hilton, USN (Ret.), AWorkable Apymch
toNaoal Arms Control: Dnelopmart of Confidence-Buililing Measurre
at Sea, (IDA Paper P-2527, Institute for Defense Analysis,
Alo<andria, Virginia, November 1990), p.77.
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. a uniform interpretation of the rules of innocent

Passage;
. the restriction of maritime exercises to particular areas;
. minimum distances for naval ships and maritime

aircraft to approach each other;
o the potentially harmful use of lasers;
r potentially harmful interference with command and

control networks; and
. communications procedures to avoid or resolve

peacefully any activity covered by the agreement.

The development of regional incidents at sea agreements along
these lines should be seen as an opuational matter rather than a
political one. The obiective should be a workable and working
document which can readily be promulgated to participating navies
without the need for detailed amplifying instructions. The
negotiations should in the main be conducted by professional naval
officers, in a manner which is frank, operational and professional,
given that the mutuality of interest and the political guidelines have
already been determined. The agreements which result should be
signed by the Chiefs of the navies involved and would not be an
international treaty in the formal sense. A formal treaty as, essentially,
a political document, would likely require more detailed
implementing instructions and these may get out of step at the
national level.

The provisions of the agreement will need to cover issues such
as the reporting and investigating of alleged breaches of the regime.
Regular reviews of the agreements will also be important and these in
themselves will be a further confidence building measure because of
the basis they provide for dialogue between the participating navies.
This has certainly been the experience of the Western navies and the
Soviet Union with the existing incidents at sea agrcements.
(oiii) A Regional Airspace Sunteillance and Control Regime:

Consideration rnight also be given to the establishment of an
Airspace Surveillance and Control Regirne involving the ASEAN
countries and Australia. Civil air control mechanisms are already in
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place. In additiory Malaysia, Singapore and Aushalia presently
maintain the Integrated Air Defence System 0ADS) with a irint air
traffic control purview. There have also been advances in over-the'
horizon radar (OTHR) technology which offers the promise of wide
area surveillance over the Southwest Pacific, the South China Sea, the
archipelago and the eastern Indian Ocean. The ingredients are present
for a regional reginre for conholling air haffic, monitoring air
movements, and even providing early warning of hostile air activity.

Consideration should be given to the longer-term evolution of
IADS as the basis for such a regional regime. IAD$ and the Five
Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA) of which it is the principal
component, has functioned very succ€ssfully over recent years. Both
Singapore and Malaysia continue to regard both FPDA and IADS as
'an alliance that contributes to peace and security in the region' and
hence as important to their national security.4T

The contribution of FPDA and IADS to regional security goes
beyond their military value. The sharing of doctrine and experience
promotes mutual confidence. At a more general political level, the
FPDA/IADS connection provides Australia with access to senior
defence officials and military officers who have a considerable
influence in the national affairs of Malaysia and Singapore. The self-
interest of the defence establishments in maintaining acc€ss to the
advanced technology and skills of the ADF helps ensure that ties with
Australia are maintained despite occasional difficulties in other foreign
policy relations (as is the case with Malaysia at present). From an
Australian point of view, FPDA/IADS is thus as important for its
political value as it is for its military value.

Indonesia, of course, does not share this view. Several
prominent Indonesians have argued, with increasing vehemence in
recent years, that FPDA/IADS is not only obsolete but is also divisive
in terms of regionalism and an impediment to the further development
of regional security cooperation. For example, Dr Mochtar Kusuma-

47 See, for example, Lieutenant Colonel Lim Kwong Hoon, 'FPDA's
Contribution to Stabili{y', ' sin-Pacific Defence Reportu, (VolXV[,
No.8), February 799'1.,pp.74-15. See also Kim Beazley, TheDet'arce
of Australia 1.987, p.76; and Gareth Evans, Australia's Regional
Security,p.20.
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Atmadja, who served as Indonesia's Foreign Minister from 1978 to
1988, has recently stated:

We in Indonesia understand the FPDA to be an
insurance against Indonesia's possible reversion to her
old ways, exemplified by her confrontation campaign
against Malaysia in the early 1960s. A better insurance
or guarantee would be to include Indonesia herself in
a sub'regional defence arrangement.

The abandonment of the FPDA would immeasurably
strengthen the political and psychological basis for a
more formalised triJateral defence arrangement
between Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. In this
regard, there would be no reason why each of these
three countries would still not be able to continue with
joint exercise with Aushalia or New Zealand as
friendly neighbouring countries.

The abandonment of the FPDA could be done
gradually, say, over the next five years, simultaneous
with the maturing of a three-power Asean defence
arrangement.48

Some elements of the Australian government have Sone even
further, contemplating the eventual evolution of FPDA/IADS into a
wider regional security arrangement. As the Minister for Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Gareth Evans, stated in December 1989:

It would make sense for us to work, in a low-key and
incremental way, towards the establishment of
complementaqy kinds of defence cooperation with
Thailand and Indonesia. This will, however, take
time.

It might eventually prove possible and appropriate to
subsume such arrangements in a wider new regional
security community arrangement.49

Mochtar Kusuma-Atmadia, Time For A Three'Nation Asean
Defence Arrangemen(, Trenils, (Institute of South-East Asian
Studies, Singapore), No.1, September 1990, p.l.
Evans, Austr alia' s Regional Security, p.20.
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The FPDA/IADS has been 'revitalised' in recent )reare.50
However, it would be surprising if a security relationship which was
instituted some two decades ago, in much diffurent regional strategic
circumstances, remained perfectly applicable in all its detail and
character to the circumstances of the 1990s. Both Malaysia and
Singapore have recently put forward proposals for strengthening
FPDA/IADS. For example, Singapords Second Minister for Defence
(Services), Brigadier ke Hsien loong, proposed at the IADS Air
Defence Seminar in Singapore in November 1989 that the member air
forces train together more often and more realistically; that a
contingency command organisation be developed for FPDA; and that
greater emphasis be accorded irint (air, sea and land) operations by the
partiee'51

There are additional ways in which FPDA/IADS might be
strengthened and broadened. Since the inception of IAD6, Australia
has been the lead partner, as reflected in the practice of appointing a
senior RAAF officer to command the system. Rotation of command
between senior officers of the Malaysian and Singaporean air forces as
well as those of the RAAF would give the system a more regional
image.

More broadly, membership of FPDA/IADS might be extended
to include other ASEAN countries. Malaysia is interested in extending
the purview of coverage to include exercises and operatiorui over
Sabah and Sarawak, and in this context has raised the possibility of
Brunei ilining the Arrangements. In March 1990, Brunei attended a
meeting of the Chiefs of Staff of the FPDA countries as an observer.

Thai membership also warrants consideration. As discussed
below, the acquisition of F-15s by the Thai, Singaporean and
Indonesian air forces provides a basis for greater cooperation with
respect to air defence. Australian F-18s on rotational deployments to
Singapore and Malaysia have also visited Thailand, and there are good
prospects for including Thai P-3Bs in the cooperative maritime

so lbid.,p.20.51 See Brigadier General Lee Hsien Loong, '... And From SingaPore',
Pacific Defance Reportu, February l9X), pp.?3,33. See also
Ueutenant Colonel Lim Kwong Hoon, 'FPDA's Contribution to
Stabilit5/, Asia-Pacific Defence Report*, February 1997, pp.14-15.
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surveillance activities which the RAAF currently maintains with
Malaysia.

The eventual inclusion of Indonesia in a regional air
surveillance and air defence regime also warrants consideration. In
recent years, Indonesia has pined with Malaysia and Singapore in
several relevant initiatives. For e:<ample, Indonesia and Singapore
have agreed to the use of the Siabu air weapons range in Sumatra; air
defence exercises between Indonesia and Singapore have been
expanded to include Singapore's E-2C Hawkeyes and the deployment
of Indonesian Skytuwks from Singapore's Payar Iebar airfield;
Malaysia and Indonesia have agreed to conduct pint air surveillance
patrols over the Straits of Malacca, using facilities at Butterworth and
Medan, possibly using the F-5 aircraft of both countries;S2 Indonesia
has agreed to cooperate with Singapore and Thailand with respect to
F-15 pilot training;53 Australian F/A-18s have recently visited
Indonesia in coniunction with their deployments to Singapore and
Malaysia.

These possibilities for broadening FPDA/IADS must be
considered with the uhnost sensitivity to the views of not iust the
present regional members (i.e. Singapore and Malaysia) but also those
of Indonesia. Singapore and Malaysia would be particularly
concerned that a broadening of the membership might lead to a
dilution of its central core. The responsibility for any initiatives in this
direction must lie with these parties. In the longer term, however, the
arguments for a broader regional arrangement are likely to prevail.
The various bilateral and multilateral building blocks which are
currently in place or in the process of being instituted will provide a
sound basis for such a broader arrangement.

'KL Calls for Expansion of Defence Ties With Jakarta',The Straits
Tima,9 |anuary 7997, p.74; and Paul Jacob, 'tr(L and |akarta to
fointly Keep Tabs on Straits', The Straits Tima,l8 fanuary 1991,

P.77.
See Tai Ming Cheung, 'Shoulder to Shoulder: ASEAN Members
Strengthen Defence Ties', Far Eastern Economic Rerieln,22 March
799O, p.E; Pacifu Defarce Rqorto, May 190, p.34; and Pacific
Defmce Rqorfer, June 7990,p.2O.
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Qi A Southutest Pacific Soaereignty Sunteillance Regime:

Within the South Pacific, most of the island states are unable to
maintain surveillance over their enorrnous maritime resource zones.
The resources required to surveill and police these areas are simply
beyond their independent capacities. Yet it is activity in their maritime
zones - albeit non-military activity - which is perceived to be the
greatest security concern in the region. The protection of fish stocks
and other marine resources, and the impact of climatic and
environmental changes, are critical concerns.

Air power, employed on a cooperative basis, provides a means
of instituting a sovereignty surveillance regime for the region. Most
air surveillance over the region is presently conducted by the
Australian P-3C and New Zealand P-3K Orions,S4 but these are not
optimally equipped or deployed for monitoring the sorts of activity of
most concern to the region. Inaddition to radars and imaging systems
for monitoring surface activity, sensors are required to monitor the
locations and movements of fish stocks, and changes in weather
pattems, ocean currents, ocean temperatures, and sea levels - i.e. laser
depth sounders, infra-red and microwave radiometers for observing
sea surface temperatures, wind speeds and atmospheric water vapour,
and altimeters for monitoring ocean surface topography. A
cooperative venture providing daily coverage of priority areas and
weekly coverage of all areas would require five or six aircraft and cost
perhaps half a billion dollars (including aircraft acquisition) over a lG
year period - i.e. about $50 m per year. This air component would, of
course, have to be complemented by surface pabols and hydrographic
and oceanographic research activities.

In addition to sovereignty surveillance, air power in its
broadest sense can also contribute to the security and prosperity of the
South Pacific region through the provision of tactical hansport (for
movement of ground forces and logistic support of maritime
deployments); VIP transporg rapid communications and liaison;
search and rescue; and reaction to natural disasters. Affordable and

s4 See V.l. Mitchell, T,NZAF Orion Surveillance Operations',
ln t q natio nnl D et' ns e Rariew, 3 / 799 l, pp.255 -257 .
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effective capabilities can be rnaintained through 'mutual cooperation
within a systems approach'.S5
(x) ATechnologyMonitoringRegime:

Some institution might be established for monitoring and
coordinating the introduction of new technology into the region.
Throughout the region, new technology is seen as the key to
industrialisation, economic growth and national development more
generally. In Malaysia, the importation of new technology together
with the development of processes and procedures for technology
transfer is regarded as the most practical means of acquiring new
technological capabilities. In Indonesia, on the other hand, the
emphasis is more on the indigenous development of new technology
as an essential ingredient of the concept of Tannas or hational
resilience'. Many new technologies being acquired are avowedly
military - such as F-15 aircraft and Harpoon antiship missiles -
although it is the new technology itself which is as important as the
military capability. In other cases, new civil technologies have
substantial defence implications - such as microelectronics, new
composite materials, satellite launch systems, and satellite
communications systems. Some new technologies, such as nuclear
power reactors, have potential environmental implications which do
not recognise national borders.

An institutional means for informing all countries in the region
of prospective technological acquisitions and developments and for
discussing their rationales and possible implications could not only
alleviate unwarranted fears but also lead to cooperative proiects,
leading in turn to the long-term enhancement of regional security.

Two particular initiatives which warrant early consideration
are, first, the establishment of some form of Regional Missile
Technology Control Regime to monitor and control the development
and/or acquisition of ballistic missile and long-range cruise missile
technology in the region; and, second, the establishment of some
arrangement for monitoring the production of agricultural and

55 See Air Marshal R.G. Funnell, 'Air Power and the Smaller Pacific
Nations', (Unpublished paper presented at ASEAN Aaospce 90,
Singapore, February 1990), p.15.
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indusbial chemicals in the region to ensure that possible precursors to
chemical weapons are produced only under strict controls.

ki) AnEnoironmentalSearityRegime:
Some regional institution might be established to address

issues of environmental security. This would provide a means for
monitoring region-wide environmental degradation, such as changes
in clirnatic patterns, rises in sea levels, and the production of acid rain
and greenhouse gases; for coordinating reactions to specific
environmental catastrophes, such as large-scale oil spills; for
cooperative efforts at economic reconstructiorl such as financial
recompense for curtailing deforestation; and for coordinating
responses to the consequences of environmental insecurity, such as
'environmental refugees'. Building confidence in addressing issues of
environmental security will have important implications for regional
security more generally.

An important regional environmental security initiative
concerns the development of procedures and capabilities for
monitoring and dealing with accidenb involving nuclear power
reactors in the region. It is likely that by the beginning of the next
century, Indonesia will have an operational 500 MWe reactor, and that
other ASEAN countries will have also decided to introduce their own
nuclear power reactors. Because of the population distances and
proximities of national boundaries, the large'scale release of
radioactive materials (gases, halogens and particulate matter) into the
atnosphere would not only be catastrophic but would also have
international consequences.

Indonesia is the most committed to nuclear power. It aims to
have its first nuclear power plant in comnrercial operation by 2003 and
to have a total of 72 ffi MWe units on line by 2115. The first two are
likely to be located on the Muria Peninsula on the northern coast of
central Java.So In the Philippines, a 600 MWe plant was completed
near Morong (Bagac) in Bataan Province in 1985, but the Aquino

55 Nuclear Services Section, External Affairs Program, Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), Nuclur
Dnelopmais in the '4sia anil Patifrc Region, (Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisatiory Lucas Heights, NSW,
December 7990),p.72.
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Government has refused to allow it to start-up.57 Thailand has
maintained an interest in nuclear power since the early 1.970s, and six
sites near Bangkok were examined in 7977; the projected growth in
electricity demand has recently enlivened this interest.S8 In Malaysia,
plans in the early 1970s to build a nuclear power plant were officially
deferred in 1980, but studies continue of the possible contribution of
nuclear energy beyond 2000.s9

(It should also be noted that most of the ASEAN countries
curently operate small research reactors. Indonesia has three - at
Bandung (t MW),logiakarta (250 kW) and Serpong (30 MW); Malaysia
has one at Bangi in Selangor (1 MW); the Philippines has one at
Quezon City (3 MW); and Thailand has one at Bangkok (2 MW)).6o

The extent of radiological, environmental and economic
consequences of an acridental release of radioactive materials into the
aknosphere is sbongly dependent upon clirnatological and
meteorological factors - the seasory the prevailing wind pattems, and
the local weather. local ground contamination is largely determined
by rainfall. In the case of the Muria Peninsula, the prevailing winds in
the Wet season (October-March) flow from Java across northwest
Australia; in the Dry (April-September) they flow up the Karimata
Strait along the eastern coast of Sumatsa, across the Malayan Peninsula
and over the South China Sea. Figures 5 and 5 show postulated areas
covered by clouds of radioactive material produced by the release of
large quantities of such material - comparable to Chernobyl - from
Muria and the Wet and Drlr seasons respectively.

The environmental conditions are essential factors in the
development and application of protective measures and ernergency
response plans.5l In the Southeast Asian region, this necessitates
multinational cooperation. Almost any conceivable mairr accident

lbiil.,pp.27-22.
lbid.,p.24.
lbid.,p.20.
lbiil., pp.72, 20, 22 and 24.
The lnfluence of Sasorul Conilitions on the Rndiological Consequorces
of a Nuclur Acciilent, (Proceedings of a Workshop organised by
the Nuclear Energy Agency, Organisation for Economic Co'
operation and Development, Paris,2l-23 September 1988), p.4.

57
58
59
fi
6l
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Figure 5: Coverage of Radioactive Cloud Released from Notional
Accident at Muria Reactor, Wet Season
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Figure 5: Coverage of Radioactive Cloud Released from Notional
Accident at Muria Reactor, Dry Season
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would have consequences beyond national borders; and the individual
countries in the region lack the skilled personnel and other resources
to each maintain adequate response capabilities.

The first requirement is to establish radiation monitoring
networks throughout the region to produce a regionally-agreed
baseline for assessing possible future contamination. Malaysia has
already begr. to establish rnonitoring stations throughout the country
(including in Sabah and Sarawak) in anticipation of the Indonesian
reactor program. According to Datuk Dr Mohamed Ghazali Haji
Abdul Rahman, Director4eneral of the Malaysian Nuclear Energy
Unit:

We want to be prepared in the event of a leakage and
are currently monitoring the situation from several
points....

Efforts have to be made to ensure that Malaysia is free
from radiation contamination which may be caused by
any leakage from the power reactors in Indonesia.52

Without a multinational baseline, there could well be unnecessary
disputation over the aftribution of responsibility for apparent increases
in radiation levels and the settling of liability claims.

Further, it would be wise to develop procedures for warning
of significant releases of radioactive materials and for coordinating
response efforts. Two Conventions which were adopted in September
1986, which have been signed but not ratified by Indonesia, have
established an international framework for providing information and
assistance in the event of a nuclear accident or radiological ernergency.
Under the Conoention on Early Notification of a Nuclur Accident, the
parties must promptly disclose a nuclear accident involving a
radioactive release that could affect other countries. Under the
Conoaiion on ' ssistance in the Case of a Nuclur Acciilai or Failiologiul
Emergency, the parties undertake to cooperate between themselves and
with the International Atomic Energy Agency 0AEA) with regard to

62 tlnit To Check Radiation Level Along Coastal Areas', Nat Straits
Times, 12 June 7997, p.7.
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providing assistance to requesting countries.63 These Conventions
should be used as the basis for the establishment within the region of
networks of radiation monitoring stations, communications systems
and procedures for providing warning of radiation reieases, and the
coordination of response capabilities and efforts. The development of
such a regiond radiation monitoring and response regime would itself
be a significant regional security and confidence building measure.

An interesting further area of cooperation is that of the
development of alternative energy sourc€s. Australia and Indonesia,
for example, are already cooperating on the development of thermal
energy technology. Such sources crculd alleviate some of the
environmental problems caused by the exploitation of fossil fuels.
Cooperation in this area could lead to the development of new
technologies, and lead to greater economic and technological inter-
dependence in the region.

kiil Non-Goaernment Otganisations (NGOs);

There is much utility in strengthening the networks of non-
governmental organisations NGOs) involved in multilateral
discussion of regional security issues. One of the longest standing and
most indusive of these is the annual ISIS Asia-Pacifrc Rouniltable
organised by the Institute of Strategic and International Studies (ISIS)
Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur, but there are also the annual Pacific
Symposium in Honolulu organised by the US National Defense
University, the annual Hokhaido Conference on North Pacific issues,

53 The texts of the two C-onventions were published as a supplement
to Nuclear Lou) Bulletin No38, (Nuclear Energy Agency,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris,
December lgt3[), pp3-22. Details of the signatures and
ratifications as at fanuary 7997 were published in Nuclear ltw
Bulletin No.47, (Nuclear Energy Agency, Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris, fune 1991),
pp.7G82. For a comprehensive discussion of the Conventions, see
B. Moser, The IAEA Conventions on Early Notification of a
Nuclear Accident and on Assistance in the C-ase of a Nuclear
Accident or Radiological Emergenq', Nuclur law Bulletin No.44,
(Nudear Energy Agency, Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development, Paris, December 7989), pp.1G23.
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the meetings of the ASEAN Instihrtes for Strategic and International
Studies, and several other regular meetings organised by similar
organisations in the Asia/Pacific region. These provide a mechanism
for dialogue which does not commit governrrrents but which is able to
explicate and darify national perspectives on regional security issues
and to generate ideas which might subsequently be developed at the
governmental level.

These meetings organised by regional NGOS have over the
past several years, but mostly since 199O been fertile forums for the
discussion and development of an increasing number of proposals
concerning regional security and confidence'building. As noted in
section (vi) above, the proposal for a regional Maritime Surveillance
and Safety Regime was first suggested at the Fourth Asia-Pacific
Roundtable in Kuala Lumpur in fune 7990.64

Two significant recent projects undertaken by the ASEAN
NGOs have been especially important in terms of the development of
regional initiatives for security dialogue and settlement of disputes.
One is the proposal to use the ASEAN Ministerial Meeting Post
Ministerial Conference (PMC) as a forum for regional security
dialogue, which, as discussed in section (iv) above, is now in the
process of being implemented.

The second concerns proposals for cooperative programs to
prevent or resolve potential conflicts in the South China Sea, and
particularly disputes over the Spratly Islands. Two informal
workshops have been organised, in Bali in january 1990 and in
Bandung in |uly 1991, entitled Workhop on Managing Potential
Conflicts in the South China Sa, which brought together representatives
from the six countries with competing daims to the Spratlys (i.e.
China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Malaysia, the Philippines and Brunei) as well
as Indonesia, Singapore,Iaos and Thailand (which have no claims but
which have a stake in ensuring peaceful settlement of the claims), and

& See Desmond Ball, 'Report of Workshop 1: Towards Arms
Control and Reduction in the Pacific', in Jawhar Hassan and
Rohana Mahmood (eds.), Quat For Security: Proceeilings of the
Fourth Asia-Pacific Roundtable, p.109.
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which have paved the way for official dialogue and negotiations on the
issue.65

At the Bandung rneeting, the Chinese chief delegate, Wang
Yangfin, Director of the Asia Departnent of the Foreign Ministry in
Beifng, took the initiative in presenting ideas for concrete cooperative
programs involving disputed areas in the South China Sea.65 These
were reflected in the Joint Statement issued at the conclusion of the
workshop on 18 |uly, which recommended to the relevant
governments the following:

1. Without preiudice to territorial and iurisdictional
claims, to explore areas of cooperation in the South
China Sea.

2. Such areas of cooperation rrury include cooperation to
promote safety of navigation and communications, to
coordinate search and rescue, to combat pirary and
armed robbery, to promote the rational utilization of
living resources, to protect and preserve the marine
environment, to conduct marine scientific research,
and to eliminate illicit traffic in drugs in the South
China Sea.

3. In areas where conflicting territorial claims exist, the
relevant states may consider the possibility of
undertaking cooperation for mutual benefit, including
exchanges of information and irint development.

4. Any territorial and jurisdictional dispute in the South
China Sea area should be resolved by peaceful means
through dialogue and negotiation.

5. Force should not be used to settle territorial and
iurisdictional disputes.

Endy Bayuni, Bandung Workshop Paves Way for South China
Sea Cooperation on Spratly Issue', The Chitu Post,20luly 199'1.,
p.1.
tud..
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6. The parties involved in such dispute are urged to
exercise self-restraint in order not to complicate the
situation.5T

The value of NGO initiatives in paving the way for official
dialogue and negotiation concerning regional security issues such as
the Spratly Islands was featured by Ali Alitas, Indonesia's Minister for
Foreign Affairs, in his opening address to the Bandung workshop on
15 fuly 191:

[This workshopl brings together government officials
in their personal capacity, academics, experts and
observers within an informal forrnat. Like its
predecessor [held in Bali in January 1990], this
meeting is not meant to be a negotiating forum
focussing on any or all of the overlapping sovereignty
and jurisdictional claims on certain parts of the South
China Sea. Rather, realizing as we all do that the
South China Sea does contain factors of inherent
controversy, our attention and efforts have been and
should continue to be directed towards finding ways
to transform potential sourc€s of conllict into
constructive forms of cooperation for mutual benefit....

[I believel that the results of our meetings, however
informal in nature, will prove to be of pertinent value
to the governrnents of the region as inputs for the
formulation of policies. Hence, these workshops
could hopefully pave the way towards more formal,
inter-governmental endeavours in which all littoral
and hinterland states would participate in order to
consult and to cooperate in managing the potentials
of the South China Sea.68

'foint Statement', Workshop on Managing Potaiial Conflicts in thc
South China Sea, Bandung,Indonesia,lS july 1991.
His Excellency Mr Ali Alitas, Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Indonesia, Opening Address to the Second Workshop on
Matugtng Potailial Conflicts in the South China San, Bandung,
Indonesia, 15 |uly 7991),pp.2,3.
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Various proposals have been made for providing some degree

of institutionalisation to these regional NGO activities. Perhaps the
most ambitious proposal for a new regional non-governmental
institution was that for a Regional Peace Research Institute put
forward at the Fourth Asia-Pacific Roundtable in Kuala Lumpur in
]une 1990:

At the non-governrnental level, one proPosal is the
establishment of a Regional Peace Research Instifirte
more or less similar to the Stockholm Institute (SIPRD.
This would serve as a repository for information on
arms levels and acquisition programmes, the sources
of arms supplies and official statements concerning
policies and plans. It would also be able to undertake
independent analyses of security issues (such as the
effects of nuclear testing in the Pacific). It would itself
be a source of new ideas and proposals for further
arms control, arms reduction and confidence'building
measures in the Asia-Pacific region.59

However, the need for an entirely new institution is
questionable. The important point is to establish a non-governmental
forum for regular dialogue on seorrity issues supported by some
central infrastructure, including a data bank and secretarial services.
An appropriate title could be the Asia-Pacific Security Studies Centre
(APSSC). It would make most sense to develop such a Cenhe on the
existing institutional networks which are already forming in the
region, of which the ASEAN-ISIS association is the most
comprehensive and robust. Formed in 1988, ASEAN-ISIS is an
association of non-government organisations registered with the
Association of South-east Asian Nations, the founding membership of
which comprises the Centre for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) of Indonesia, the Institute of Strategic and International Studies
(ISIS) of Malaysia, the Centre for Integrative and Development Studies
(CIDS) of the Philippines, the Singapore Institute of International

69 Desmond Ball, 'Report of Workshop 1: Towards Arms Conhol
and Reduction in the Pacific', in Jawhar Hassan and Rohana
Mahmood (eds.), Quat For Security: Proceedings of the Fourth Asia-
Pacific Roun dtabl e, p.1 1 1.
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Affairs (SIIA), and the Institute of Securitv and International Studies
(ISIS) of Thailand.

Given that ASEAN-ISIS is already functioning €rs the
coordinating body of the strategic and international studies institutes
of the ASEAN countries, an AIISSC grounded on this association
would require minimal new machinery. One of the ASEAN Institutes
would have to be designated as the location for the Centre, which
would house the data bank of other library facilities, as well as the
secretariat for organising workshops and publications. Because of its
extant infrastructure (the best endowed in the region) and its central
regional locatiory ISIS Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur could be the most
desirable venue.

Arrangements would also have to be developed for other non-
ASEAN regional institutes to participate fully in the AffSSC along with
their ASEAN counterparts. Most other countries in the Asia/Pacific
region already have comparable institutes - such as the Research
Institute for Peace and Security (RIffS) and the Japan Institute for
International Affairs 0IIA) in fapan; the China Institute for
International Studies (CIIS), the China Institute of Contemporary
International Relations and the shanghai Institute for International
Studies in China; the Seoul Forum for International Affairs and the
Social Sciences Research Institute in South Korea; the Institute for
Dsarmament and Peace in North Korea; the Institute of International
Relations at the National Chengchi University in Taiwan; and the
Institute of International Relations in vietnam. where there are two or
more major relevant institutes in any one counby - such as in |apan,
China, or South Korea - some umbrella edifice would need to be
constructed to provide a single point of national contact and
coordination.

In the case of Australia, there are several institutes concerned
with regional security matters - including several Departments and
Centres in the Research School of Pacific Studies at the Australian
National University in Canberra; the Centre of Southeast Asian Studies
at Monash University in Melbourne; the Centre for the Study of
Australia-Asia Relations at Griffith University in Brisbane; and the
Australian Institute of lnternational Affairs (AIIA), with its national
headquarters in Canberra and active branches throughout the country.
It is fair to note that the largest concentration of activity on regional
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security matters, including cooperative activity with the ASEAN
instifuies, involves departments and centres in the Research School of
Pacific Studies at the Australian National University including the
sbategic and Defence studies centre (sDsc), the Peace Research
Cenre (PRC), the Department of International Relations, the
Departrnent of Political ind social change, the National centre for
Development Studies (NCDS), the Indonesia Project, the Northeast
Asia Prbiect, and the Australia-]apan Research Centre. Many members
of these departrnents and cenEes participate regularly in the
workshops and research projects of the ASEAN institutes, provide
advice to those institutes on research agendas, and assist with the
training of iunior staff of those institutes. Since 1989, the ASEAN
institutes have been pointing out the need for Australia to designate
some national point of contict with them; without such a designated
body, Australii rists being overlooked, or deliberately excluded, from
the most comprehensive non-governmental institutionalised
discussions of security matters in the region. It would make sense to
utilise some or othei centre within the Research School of Pacific
Studies as the coordinating body of an Australian Association of
Regional Security Studies and ttre designated Australian member of an
Asia-Pacific Security Studies Centre.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
There are two principal contending approaches to the

maintenance and enhancement of national security. One, represented
by the more extreme versions of self-reliance, emphasises independent
military strength to the effective exclusion of other dimensions of
security - the 'peace through strength approach'. The other
emphasises collective security and the tailoring of defence capabilities
to some corunon security frarnework. The first is expensive in terms
of resources, stimulates regional tensions and arms competition, and
leads to a degraded regional security environment and hence to a
diminution of national security broadly defined. The second puts
national security hostage to the vagaries of alliance relationships. As
with most aspects of life, the rnost sensible policy is to punsue some
middle path, based on some combination of elements from these
contending approaches.

In other words, Australia's security policie and defence
posture should consist of a carefully designed admixture of, on the one
hand, the minimal military capabilities required for selfdefence in the
event of credible contingencies; and, on the other hand, of a network of
more or less institutionalised mechanisms for the enhancement of
conunon security in the region.

The region which constitutes Australia's area of 'primary
strategic interest' is becoming a much more complex operating area for
defence forces. There are rlore active players on the scene, and they
are acquiring increasingly sophisticated capabilities - ships,
submarines, and aircraft. The risk of local misunderstanding and
miscalculation will be much higher than it is at present.

Most countries in the region are currently engaged in mapr
weapons acquisition progranui. It is dear that, at least in the short
term, there is little possibility of these countries engaging in arms
control or multilateral security dialogues which will constrain their
force development plans and programs. In the longer term, however,
the success of cooperative measures to build confidence and security
in the region may mean that there is less justification for sophisticated
naval and air capabilities.
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It is necessary to stress that the development of regional
cooperative security and confidence building measures, will not be
easy. The regional countries themselves have somewhat different
security perceptions, and there are outstanding territorial tiisputes
which-require resolution. Much will depend on the attitude of the
extra-regional actors - i.e., the United States, the Soviet tlnion, India,
China and Japan.

However, the fact that the exercise will not be easy is not an
excuse for inaction. Recounting the practical and oPerational
considerations involved is not meant to induce quiescence. The need
for regional CSBMs is too important for that- However, unless the
practiial and operational considerations are appreciated at the outset,
iny proposed arrangements will simply Prove to not be_viable'
adar-essing the practical and operational considerations makes the
exercise more challenging and exciting, and offers the realistic
prospect of viable and meaningful regional security and confidence
building measures actually being instituted.
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Australia's regional security environment is characterised by
rapid change, increasing complexity of security concerns, and great
uncertainty. An increasing number of actors from further afield - more
particularly Iapan, China and India - are acquiring significant power
projection capabilities. Many of the states within the region are
themselves engaging in significant defence buildups. Security
concerrrs are broadening to include economic and environmental
issues.

This rapidly changing, increasingly complex and more
uncertain regional security environment can best be managed through
the institution of various forms of enhanced security cooperation. The
most fruitful approach is the establishment of 'building blocks' - a
multiplicity of subregional arrangements dealing with various security
issues and involving various memberships,building on the wide range
of bilateral and limited multilateral arrangements already in place and
addressing the common security concerns already being identified in
the region.

This monograph provides a detailed critique of a dozen
'building blocks' for regional security. Many of these involve the
qualitative enhancement of existing arrangements and practices, such
as strengthening and expanding current bilateral mechanisms for
cooperation with respect to defence and intelligence activities, or
building upon extant institutions such as the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Conferences (PMCs) to provide a forum for regional dialogue and
conflict resolution. others include a regional maritime surveillance
and safety regime, a regional avoidance of incidents at sea regime, a
regional airspace surveillance and control regime, and regional
regimes for monitoring the introduction of new technology into the
region and for addressing issues of environmental security in the
region.

The focus of the discussion of these various confidence and
security building measures (CSBMs) is on the practical and operational
considerations involved in their implementation and subsequent
operation. An appreciation of these considerations provides a realistic
basis upon which viable and meaningful building blocks for regional
security can be conshucted.


